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Sea-level rise, driven by climate change, puts coastal communities and ecosystems at risk.  
Major sources that contribute to sea-level rise include ocean thermal expansion, glacier loss, and 
ice sheet loss. Here we account for uncertainty in modeling these sources, along with climate 
forcing uncertainty. 
 
Ocean thermal expansion uncertainty is modeled using a probabilistic ensemble of 
climate models and climate forcing scenarios.  The ensemble addresses model uniqueness and 
weights models and scenarios based on their ability to reproduce observed sea-level trends.  
Glacier sea-level rise is modeled by updating an existing glacier mass balance model with a 
probabilistic regional covariance model that addresses the scarcity of historical glacier 
observational data.  This model is used to simulate glacier melt and associated patterns of sea-
level rise.  Ice sheet mass balance change is modeled using a kernel-density-based probabilistic 
ensemble of perturbed physics ice sheet models.  The kernel-density model does not need to 
assume the shape of the ice sheet sampling space and rewards ice sheet models that reproduce 
observed ice sheet physics. 
 
As the computational cost of climate and ice sheet models can make probabilistic studies 
difficult, emulation methods are explored for estimating model outputs for forcing scenarios of 
interest.  A nonlinear dual model for emulating climate model thermosteric and dynamic sea-level 
rise predictions is shown to outperform existing linear methods.  Climate forcing is modeled using 
a probabilistic emissions rate growth model that addresses the impact of international climate 
agreements and estimates the relative likelihoods of forcing scenarios.  Climate agreements have 
a large influence on the relative likelihoods of low mitigation forcing scenarios. 
 
Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis is illustrated using a set of sea-level rise 
prediction models and forcing scenarios.  Deaggregation of hazard analysis results show that ice 
sheet model projections and climate forcing dominate probabilistic sea-level rise hazard.  
Probabilistic hazard analysis is a step toward informing decision makers about how to mitigate 
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CHAPTER 1 – MOTIVATION AND BACKGROUND 
 
Sea-level rise resulting from the ongoing process of climate change poses a threat to 
coastal communities and ecosystems.  To make effective decisions regarding adaptation to or 
mitigation of future sea-level change, it is necessary to project sea-level rise and understand the 
uncertainties inherent to these projections.  Presenting a clear analysis of sea-level rise may 
engender confidence and help move decision makers to action.  An organized strategy for 
considering these uncertainties can be found in probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis (Lin 
2012).  Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis combines sea-level rise predictions, 
greenhouse gas emissions scenarios, and uncertainties related to those predictions to estimate 
future sea-level rise hazard.  This dissertation describes methods for analyzing the predictions 
and uncertainties needed for probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis.  Analyses of sea-level 
rise uncertainties include: 
1. Ensemble modeling of climate model thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise 
projections; 
2. Emulation of climate model thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise projections for 
climate forcing scenarios that have not been simulated; 
3. Probabilistic modeling of global glacier response to climate forcing and associated sea-
level rise; 
4. Ensemble modeling of ice sheet model simulations of the Greenland and Antarctic ice 
sheets and associated sea-level rise; and 
5. Probabilistic modeling of greenhouse gas emissions rates and the impact of 
international climate agreements 
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An illustrative study of probabilistic sea-level rise hazard is also carried out using sea-level rise 
predictions, emissions scenarios, and models for associated uncertainties. 
I. MOTIVATION FOR AND GOALS OF PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD ANALYSIS 
Rising sea levels threaten coastal communities.  Higher sea levels can increase the 
extent and impact of extreme events such as flooding, storm surges, and high tides.  The 
greatest risks exist for the most vulnerable populations, which cannot easily relocate or adapt to 
a changing environment.  The methods of probabilistic hazard analysis can be used to produce 
products, such as sea-level rise hazard maps or hazard curves, which portray the probabilities 
that sea-level rise will exceed a given hazard threshold at different locations and over time.  If 
these products are considered reliable, they can help policy makers and engineers design 
mitigation strategies, such as reducing greenhouse gas emissions, and adaptation strategies, 
such as retrofitting levee systems or sea walls, to improve coastal resiliency. 
Analyses of total sea-level rise uncertainty are rarely performed due to the scope of 
predictions that must be considered and the large uncertainty surrounding future climate and 
sea-level rise predictions.  Predicting future sea-level rise involves many aspects of climate 
change and sea-level rise research.  Sea-level rise is driven by several physical processes of 
which we have a limited understanding and ability to predict.  Different modeling strategies are 
used for projecting thermosteric, glacier, and ice sheet sea-level rise contributions.  Addressing 
the uncertainties associated with each contribution involves creating an appropriate 
probabilistic model.  Such models often fail to include the impact of climate forcing uncertainty.  




II. MODELING CONTRIBUTIONS TO SEA-LEVEL RISE 
Existing methods of projecting future sea-level rise and climate forcing and the 
prediction uncertainty of each are designed to meet the goals of individual researchers.  To 
facilitate analysis of sea-level rise and associated uncertainty, this dissertation explores the use 
of sea-level rise prediction models for different sources of sea-level rise.  Models of sea-level 
rise prediction uncertainty are updated to better reflect current knowledge. 
A. Modeling Climate and Thermosteric Sea-Level Rise 
Process-based climate models (IPCC 2013), including General Circulation Models (GCMs) 
and Earth System Models (ESMs) are currently the preferred method for projecting climate 
change and thermosteric sea-level rise.  Thermosteric sea-level rise is the process by which 
ocean volume expands as atmospheric heat increases and diffuses into the ocean system 
(Domingues et al. 2008, Marčelja 2010).  GCMs and ESMs use finite element methods to 
simulate atmosphere and ocean characteristics and their interactions and can capture nonlinear 
relationships that simpler models cannot.  Interactions between atmospheric energy and ocean 
temperature make process-based climate models effective for simulating thermosteric sea-level 
rise.  Process-based models can address physical constraints such as upper (Pfeffer et al. 2008) 
or lower bounds (Zecca & Chiari 2012) on the rate of sea-level rise.  GCMs generally do not 
include complex models of ice sheet or glacier dynamics and cannot account for ocean-ice or 
atmosphere-ice interactions and feedbacks. 
Climate modeling uncertainty due to an incomplete understanding of the climate 
system (Knutti & Sedláček 2013) is highlighted by the differences between projections of 
different GCMs and ESMs.  Process-based models struggle to recreate climate changes on short 
time scales (Giorgi 2005; Domingues et al. 2008) or high spatial resolutions, although they have 
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gradually improved over time (Landerer et al. 2013).  Although various approaches have been 
proposed for improving the resolution and diversity of climate models (Katzav & Parker 2015), 
there is little reason to believe that climate models will improve dramatically in the near future 
(Katz et al. 2013).  Chapter 2 of this dissertation explores the uncertainty of GCM projections of 
thermosteric sea-level rise using a probabilistic model that assigns reliabilities to each prediction 
model.    
B. Modeling Ice Sheet and Glacier Mass Balance Changes 
GCMs and ESMs are unable to simulate mass-balance contributions to sea-level rise, as 
they lack significant glacier or ice sheet components.  Ice sheet mass balance is expected to 
contribute an increasingly large portion (Meier et al. 2007) of future sea-level rise and has 
become an area of emphasis in climate research.  In recent years, development of process-
based ice sheet models has allowed for a greater understanding of the physical processes 
involved in ice sheet mass balance contributions to sea-level rise and have improved in their 
ability to recreate trends observed by satellites (Hanna et al. 2013, Larour et al. 2014).  These 
finite element models approximate ice sheet sensitivity to different climate parameters (Fyke et 
al. 2011, Nowicki et al. 2013a, Nowicki et al. 2013b, Bindschadler et al. 2013, Seroussi et al. 
2014), allowing the future response to climate forcing to be simulated (Price et al. 2011, Radić et 
al. 2013). 
The computational expense of these finite element models generally prevents coupling 
between ice sheet models and GCMs or ESMs, except at low spatial resolution (Vizcaino et al. 
2015).  This prevents ice sheet simulations from effectively incorporating feedbacks between 
the climate and ice sheets.  Our limited understanding of and ability to model ice sheet physics 
limits the ability of ice sheet models to recreate observed ice sheet evolution.  As with GCMs 
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and ESMs, different ice sheet models provide significantly different projections of future ice 
sheet evolution (Winkelmann et al. 2012). 
It is not feasible to use dynamic ice models to simulate the glacier contribution to sea 
level due to the large number of and limited data available for individual glaciers.  In practice, 
most estimates of the glacier contribution take the form of simplified statistical models 
(Oerlemans et al. 2007).  Semi-empirical models define a direct relationship between the rate of 
glacier mass balance change and temperature (Hirabayashi et al. 2013).  Energy-based glacier 
models attempt to account explicitly for the thermodynamic properties of glaciers (Hock 2005).  
Flux-based models consider the relationships between precipitation, melting, and glacier 
volume (e.g., Marzeion et al. 2012). 
Chapters 4 and 5 explore the use of glacier and ice sheet models, respectively, to project 
mass-balance contributions to sea-level rise and projection uncertainty.  Glacier projection 
uncertainty is explored using a probabilistic model for glacier mass-balance change adapted 
from the method of Giesen and Oerlemans (2012).  Ice sheet contribution uncertainty is 
modeled using a kernel-density ensemble of perturbations of existing ice sheet models.  The 
regional sea-level impact of mass balance contributions is estimated using the Sea Level 
Equation (SLE). 
The SLE (Farrel & Clark 1976, Peltier 2004, Kopp et al. 2010) initially was developed to 
model the impact of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment, the ongoing movement of land resulting from 
the disappearance of ice age glaciers.  Today the SLE is used more broadly to determine the sea-
level fingerprint of any mass balance change.  As mass is lost in some areas, sea-level nearby 
tends to fall due to the decreased pull of gravity, while rising further away.  Additionally, 
rotation of the earth creates slightly higher sea levels near the equator than at the poles.  
Solutions to the SLE rely on the choice of a rheological earth model (Zhao 2013).  In practice, 
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earth model choice has a negligible impact on decade- or century-scale sea-level rise 
predictions, the scale on which most climate and sea level projections are made. 
C. Emulation of Climate and Sea-Level Rise Projections 
To understand modeling uncertainty, it is important to consider multiple sea-level rise 
model responses and forcing scenarios of interest.  However, the computational cost of process-
based models for thermosteric and mass balance contributions to sea-level rise can make them 
unwieldy to use in probabilistic studies.  This computational cost often restricts model 
intercomparison to a small number of climate experiments, none of which are universally 
performed. 
Climate models of intermediate complexity allow for more computationally efficient 
climate simulations.  Models such as CLIMBER-3α (Montoya et al. 2005, Schewe et al. 2011) 
parameterize climate processes similarly to GCMs and ESMs, but at a significantly lower 
resolution.  Other models, such as MAGICC6 (Meinshausen et al. 2011), parameterize only 
necessary climate subsystems and may be adjusted to emulate GCMs.  Models of intermediate 
complexity simulate many climate parameters but are not considered reliable for regional 
projections due to their limited resolution. 
Other emulation methods estimate the response of process-based models by 
parameterizing the relationships between model input and a single output parameter.  One 
particular method, the linear response function, has shown ability in emulating some global 
climate parameters (Good et al. 2011, Frieler et al. 2012, Winkelmann & Levermann 2012, Good 
et al. 2013).  Linear response methods are limited in their ability to emulate parameters such as 
sea-level rise which have some nonlinear characteristics due to the long time-scale of heat 
diffusion in the ocean.  Chapter 3 of the dissertation explores the use of a novel nonlinear 
response function for emulating GCM projections of global mean thermosteric sea-level rise.   
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Emulation of regional parameters remains difficult due to significant internal variability 
in regional climate and sea-level patterns.  One method of regional emulation, pattern scaling, 
relates regional parameters at different grid points to a global predictor variable using a 
gradient matrix.  The patterns of many climate change parameters, which are consistent 
between different experiment and over long time-scales, suggest that pattern scaling could be 
broadly useful (Tebaldi & Arblaster 2014).  Pattern scaling is limited in its ability to emulate 
parameters with high internal variability or patterns of regional oscillation, including dynamic 
sea level (Bilbao et al. 2015).  Chapter 3 demonstrates the ability of pattern scaling to reproduce 
GCM projections of long-term forced dynamic sea level change, and the limitations of pattern 
scaling for emulating relatively short-term changes. 
III. MODELING SEA-LEVEL RISE UNCERTAINTY 
Sea-level rise uncertainty arises due to both the limitations of sea-level rise prediction 
models and limitations in predicting future climates.  In this dissertation, various methods are 
explored for analyzing climate forcing and sea-level rise prediction uncertainty.  Ensemble 
modeling helps us express sea-level rise projection uncertainties related to differences between 
prediction models.  Uncertainty related to the future greenhouse gas emissions trajectory is 
examined by exploring historical emissions rate growth trends and the future impact of 
international climate agreements.  The methods of probabilistic hazard analysis help us account 
for sea-level rise uncertainty and the relationships between sources of sea-level rise. 
A. Ensemble Modeling of Prediction Uncertainty 
Model comparison is useful for understanding epistemic, or modeling uncertainty in 
sea-level rise projections.  This comparison often is formalized as an ensemble of sea-level rise 
models, in which a probability distribution of sea-level rise projections is created using existing 
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model simulations.  Ensemble modeling of uncertainty generally treats model simulations as 
samples from a probability distribution that reflects modeling uncertainty.  The interpretation of 
the ensemble depends on the differences between prediction models and their relationship to 
modeling uncertainty.  In the literature, two types of ensemble are common.  Perturbed physics 
ensembles estimate projection uncertainties for the parameterization of a single prediction 
model.  Multi-model ensembles estimate projection uncertainty using the projections of 
prediction models developed by different research groups. 
Perturbed physics ensembles are used to estimate projection uncertainty with respect 
to the parameterization of a single process-based model.  Different choices of parameter values 
(Fyke et al. 2014), initial conditions (Polkova et al. 2013, Drótos et al. 2015), or internal 
mathematical models can lead to very different simulation results for a single process-based 
climate or ice sheet model.  In the perturbed physics ensemble, simulation results for many 
combinations of modeling choices are assumed to represent the probability distribution of the 
modeling space (Slangen et al. 2014, Levermann et al. 2014).  Any ensemble will be subject to 
decisions about how the ensemble is created, making it difficult to define the exact meaning of 
any probabilistic modeling distribution.  Perturbed physics ensembles often are dependent on 
probability distributions describing the likelihoods of different modeling choices, which must be 
defined somewhat arbitrarily by the ensemble creator. 
Multi-model ensembles facilitate analysis of epistemic uncertainty related to 
disagreements between different climate and sea level models. In a multi-model ensemble, a 
selection of models from different modeling groups is treated as a sample from the overall 
space of prediction models (Lopez et al. 2006).  As with perturbed physics ensembles, multi-
model ensembles are dependent on underlying assumptions.  For instance, although different 
models often are assumed to be independent and identically distributed, we know that this is 
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not the case (Knutti et al. 2010, Haughton et al. 2014, Rauser et al. 2014).  Process-based 
climate and ice sheet models often contain similar or identical submodels or are designed based 
on very similar assumptions.  Climate model ensembles are often described as ensembles of 
opportunity, representing the work of a set of climate modelers with similar goals and 
knowledge, trying to reproduce the same or similar observational data sets.   
We can create better multi-model ensembles or better understand ensemble results if 
we understand model similarity.  Several methods exist for visualizing model similarity, either in 
terms of model structure or model projections (Scherbaum et al. 2010, Steinhaeuser & Tsonis 
2013, Fountalis et al. 2013).  Covariance between models may be calculated (Pennel & Reichler 
2011), making it possible to estimate the effective number of unique models which exist in the 
given ensemble. 
Aside from accounting for prediction model similarity, the performance of ensembles 
can be improved by weighting the contribution of included models (Weigel et al. 2010, 
Haughton et al. 2015).  It is difficult to weight climate and ice sheet models based on 
performance, as there is no standard set of performance metrics for either (Lopez et al. 2014, 
Smith et al. 2015).  Weighting models by expert opinion is possible (Horton et al. 2014), but the 
usefulness of this method may be limited by its subjectivity. 
B. Bayesian Hierarchical Modeling 
Bayesian hierarchical models have been used to expand on climate ensemble efforts. 
(Tebaldi & Sans 2009, Smith et al. 2009).  Bayes’ rule states that the conditional distribution 
( | )P yθ  of some parameter, or set of parameters, θ  can be found based on a prior distribution 
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The Bayesian probability structure can be expanded into a Bayesian hierarchical model if we 
allow the values of model parameters θ  to be dependent on the values of a hyperparameter or 
set of hyperparameters φ .  The joint conditional distribution of parameters and 
hyperparameters can also be estimated using Bayes rule: 
 ( | , ) ( | ) ( )( , | ) .
( )
P y P PP y
P y
θ φ θ φ φθ φ =  (1.2) 
Bayesian hierarchical model may also be expanded beyond the form depicted in 
Equation 1.2, adding additional hyperparameters and layers to the hierarchy as needed.  
Posterior probabilities ( , | )P yθ φ  of model parameters in Bayesian hierarchical models reflect 
prior model assumptions, how well the model fits observational data y , and the number of 
observations used.  In some cases, the joint distribution of parameters and hyperparameters can 
become complicated, necessitating the use of numerical methods for sampling values from the 
posterior. 
Bayesian hierarchical models are useful in modeling ensemble uncertainty, as they allow 
the relationships between different models and between models and observational data to be 
defined.  Model interdependence and differential weighting of models can be accounted for in 
this way.   Bayesian modeling can incorporate modeling considerations, such as the ways in 
which modeling uncertainty is defined (Sexton et al. 2011; Sexton & Murphy 2011) or the spatio-
temporal relationships of model projections and historical data (Tyralis & Koutsoyiannis 2013).  
As with any probabilistic model, ensemble results will be dependent on the uncertainty 
structure defined by the user (Knutti et al. 2010). 
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Chapters 2 and 5 of the dissertation explore the use of multi-model ensembles for 
estimating epistemic uncertainty in thermosteric and ice sheet contributions to sea-level rise 
respectively.  Chapter 2 adapts a Bayesian hierarchical model for comparing GCM thermosteric 
sea-level rise projections, allowing for the comparison of regional sea-level rise predictions.  
Chapter 5 demonstrates the use of a new kernel density probabilistic ensemble model which 
creates a probability distribution of ice sheet model projections while making fewer 
assumptions about the shape of probability density of the simulation space. 
C. Addressing Climate Forcing Uncertainty 
Our ability to project future sea-level rise depends not only on predicting future climate, 
but also on predicting future rates of climate forcing.  Both natural and anthropogenic sources 
are responsible for climate forcing, but anthropogenic sources such as greenhouse gas emissions 
will dominate future forcing (IPCC 2013). The factors driving anthropogenic forcing: population 
growth, technological changes, social changes, and policy decisions (Paté-Cornell 1996, Webster 
et al. 2003, Monier et al. 2014), are very difficult to predict. 
The most common way of considering climate forcing uncertainty in the climate change 
community is by comparing simulations over a set of possible forcing scenarios that range from 
very optimistic mitigation scenarios to business-as-usually extrapolations of greenhouse gas 
emissions rate growth.  The Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) (Nakicenovic et al. 
2000), the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Meinshausen et al. 2011), and the 
Shared Socioeconomic Pathways (SSPs) (Ebi et al. 2013, van Vuuren & Carter 2013, O’Neill et al. 
2015) are the most popular scenario sets.  Despite the large number of existing scenarios, most 
can be grouped into several archetypes, representing a handful of different socio-economic 
possibilities for the future (van Vuuren et al. 2012, van Vuuren & Carter 2013).  These forcing 
scenarios make no distinction between the most and least likely cases.  As a result, predictions 
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made in climate research often consider different subsets of forcing scenarios and remain 
difficult to compare.  Few researchers attempt to quantify uncertainty related to future climate 
forcing. 
Climate policy is a major factor influencing forcing scenario likelihood and the resulting  
impact on climate change uncertainty (Monier et al. 2014).  Agreements such as the Kyoto 
Protocol (UNFCCC 1998), the Copenhagen Accord (Rogelj J et al. 2010), and the Paris Agreement 
(UNFCCC 2016) aim to limit future warming (Randalls 2010).  The ultimate results of any climate 
policy remain uncertain (Meinshausen et al. 2006, 2009, Shayegh & Thomas 2014, Drouet et al. 
2015) and the impact of specific climate agreements is not incorporated into any existing 
climate forcing scenario group.  Chapter 6 of the dissertation demonstrates the use of a novel 
greenhouse gas emission rate model which uses historical trends of emissions rate growth and 
the expected impact of climate agreements to estimate the relative likelihoods of existing 
emissions scenarios. 
D. Sea-Level Rise Forecasting Evaluation 
For analysis of future emissions, climate, or sea-level rise, it is useful to evaluate how 
closely probabilistic forecasts match reality.  The goal of any probabilistic forecast is for 
forecasting uncertainty to match a probability distribution of observed values (Gneiting & 
Katzfuss 2014).  The three main attributes of a probabilistic forecast for evaluation purposes are 
reliability, sharpness, and resolution (Hong & Fan 2016).  Reliability refers to how close the 
predicted distribution is to reality. Sharpness refers to how tightly the predicted distribution 
covers reality.  In a sharp forecast, minimum and maximum distribution values will match upper 
and lower bounds of observations well.  Resolution refers to how the predicted forecasting 
interval varies over time and is related to the interdependence of forecasts.  Higher resolution 
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forecasts see the width of their distribution change more over time than low resolution 
forecasts. 
 Analysis of sea-level rise forecasts is made difficult by some characteristics of sea-level 
rise.  Most importantly, global sea-level rise only occurs once.  For example, it is not possible to 
test the probability distribution for global sea-level rise by 2050, since only one real-world 
observation will be available for this parameter.  This makes it very difficult to discern the 
reliability or sharpness of a probabilistic sea-level rise forecast.  Sea-level rise forecasts are 
highly time-dependent.   For instance, 100-year sea-level rise will be strongly related to 50-year 
sea-level rise, and sea-level rise forecast probability distributions grow wider over time.  To 
analyze sea-level rise forecasts, we must make some assumptions that allow sea-level rise 
observations to be comparable.  Some assumptions include treating regional sea-level rise 
predictions and observations, or yearly or monthly rates of sea-level rise as independent 
samples.  A more thorough method might be to define spatio-temporal relationships between 
regional sea-level rise time series and use this model to transform observations independent 
samples. 
E. Probabilistic Seismic and Sea-Level Rise Hazard Analysis 
Probabilistic hazard analysis first was developed for earthquake events (Cornell 1968).  
Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) is commonly used in earthquake engineering to 
identify the earthquake ground motion hazard for which structural and geotechnical systems are 
analyzed and designed. To compute earthquake hazard for a given location, PSHA combines the 
probabilities of contributing earthquakes of different magnitudes and distances with predictions 
of resulting ground motion intensity. PSHA also accounts for uncertainties in ground motion 
predictions by considering multiple ground motion prediction models.  While PSHA estimates 
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the total earthquake hazard by incorporating uncertainties from multiple causal earthquakes 
and ground motion prediction models (Lin et al. 2013), deaggregation identifies the relative 
contribution of each causal earthquake and/or ground motion prediction model given the 
occurrence or exceedance of a specific hazard threshold (Lin & Baker 2011).  In recent years, 
high performance computing has supported the consideration of physics-based earthquake 
simulations in the creation of seismic hazard maps (Graves et al. 2011).  Probabilistic seismic 
hazard analysis has long been accepted by the scientific and policy communities as a useful tool 
for protecting public safety. 
Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis (PSLRHA) has been proposed as a similar tool 
for engineers and decision makers to compute sea-level rise hazard (Lin 2012).  In PSLRHA, 
probabilistic models of the contributing sources of sea-level rise and weighted or unweighted 
climate forcing scenarios are combined to determine the total likelihood of exceeding a given 
threshold for sea-level rise.  Chapter 7 illustrates how a probabilistic analysis can combine 
projections of thermosteric, glacier, and ice sheet contributions to sea-level rise to produce 
useful tools for describing future sea-level rise and associated projection uncertainty.  Chapter 2 
demonstrates the use of probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis for projections of 
thermosteric and dynamic sea-level change specifically. 
IV. OUTLINE OF CHAPTERS 
The focus of this dissertation is to advance probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis by 
building on existing knowledge about climate change and sea-level rise.  Sea-level rise 
uncertainties are analyzed using different strategies to address sources of uncertainty 
associated with different sea-level rise projections.  Each chapter of the dissertation explores a 
different factor necessary to performing effective probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis.  
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Chapters 2 through 5 involve projecting different contributions to sea-level rise.  Chapter 6 
develops a model for analyzing climate forcing uncertainty.  Chapter 7 provides an illustrative 
study of probabilistic sea-level rise hazard using existing sea-level rise contribution projections. 
Chapters in the dissertation have been adapted from self-contained journal and 
conference papers, some of which have been published or are under review.  Dr. Ting Lin is 
coauthor to all papers presented within this dissertation.  Figure numbers, equation numbers, 
section headings, and citation formats are updated for the dissertation. 
Chapter 2 is a conference paper published and presented at the 12th International 
Conference on the Application of Statistics and Probability in Civil Engineering (ICASP12).  This 
paper presents a method for estimating global and regional thermosteric sea-level rise and 
associated uncertainties using a set of climate models, a set of climate forcing scenarios, and 
recent sea-level observations.  This is done using a Bayesian multi-model ensemble, which 
defines posterior distributions of sea-level by weighting model and scenario contributions.  
Hazard maps produced using this method show the importance of considering climate forcing 
scenarios in estimates of future sea-level rise uncertainty and the impact of weighting sea-level 
rise prediction models based on efficacy.  Allowing prediction models to be compared regionally 
demonstrates a potential means of creating more accurate regional ensemble projections. 
Chapters 3 is a journal paper published in Climatic Change.  Chapter 3 describes 
emulation methods that allow us to estimate the output of process-based climate models under 
climate forcing scenarios for which the models have not yet been run.  It is important to 
consider a wide range of scenarios for developing probabilistic analysis of sea-level rise.  Linear 
response function strategies for emulating global mean thermosteric sea-level rise become 
biased over some climate forcing scenarios.  Emulation of regional dynamic sea level has not 
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been explored extensively in the literature.  This study demonstrates the ability of a novel 
nonlinear response function to consistently emulate thermosteric sea-level rise for a 
representative set of climate models without bias.  Pattern scaling emulation is shown to 
reproduce GCM projections of long-term forced trends in dynamic sea-level change. 
Chapter 4 is based on a competition entry at the Engineering Mechanics Institute 
Conference (EMI 2017).  It is in review with Nature Climate Change.  Predicting future glacier 
melt is made difficult by limited historical glacier mass-balance data and high year-to-year melt 
variability.  This chapter demonstrates a probabilistic method for quantifying the glacier melt 
contribution to sea-level rise by updating a flux- and energy-based glacier mass-balance model 
to account for regional differences and uncertainties in glacier response.  Glacier projection 
reliability is found to be dependent on the availability of nearby direct glacier mass-balance 
observations.  Creating a probabilistic distribution of sea-level rise fingerprints related to glacier 
melt highlights that uncertainty in the spatial distribution of melt will have a significant impact 
on sea-level rise uncertainty. 
Chapter 5 is a journal paper in review with Nature Climate Change.  Chapter 5 
demonstrates the use of a multi-model ensemble of process-based ice sheet models for 
projecting mass-balance change in Greenland and Antarctica.  This study introduces a kernel 
density ensemble method for estimating ice sheet simulation uncertainty.  Unlike previous 
ensemble models, the kernel density model shows that epistemic uncertainty can be quantified 
without making as many assumptions about density in the modeling space as many current 
ensemble methods.  Projections of ice sheet mass-balance change using the kernel density 
ensemble are converted into a distribution of sea-level rise fingerprints, demonstrating the 
importance of considering a range of ice sheet models and modeling choices. 
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Chapter 6 is a journal paper in review with Nature Communications.  Chapter 6 presents 
a model for quantifying historical and future emissions rate trends.  The model accounts for 
historical trends and temporal variability in greenhouse gas emissions rates using historical 
emissions data.  The impact of historical and future international emissions agreements is 
incorporated using a parameter which defines the efficacy with which these agreements are 
carried out.  Emissions agreements are found to reduce emissions rate growth, though not 
necessarily to emissions target levels.  Implementation of current and future emissions 
agreements is shown to have a major impact on future climate forcing.  This study demonstrates 
that certain emissions scenarios should be considered more likely than others based on current 
emissions rate growth trends and future climate agreement targets. 
Chapter 7 is a journal paper in review with Journal of Climate.  Chapter 7 demonstrates 
how probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis can be carried out by modeling the probability 
distributions of the major sources of sea-level rise and uncertainty related to climate forcing.  
This aggregation of sea-level rise contributions allows us to produce easily understood hazard 
maps, reflecting the likelihoods of exceeding given sea-level rise thresholds.  Deaggregation of 
sea-level rise hazard provides insight into the importance of different physical processes and 
forcing scenarios to sea-level rise threshold exceedance.  This process highlights how a wide 
range of ice sheet mass-balance responses is responsible for the highest sea-level rise 
projections.  Refinement of sea-level rise projections is key to improving our understanding of 
sea-level rise prediction.  
Chapter 8 summarizes the contents of the dissertation and assesses the state of 
probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis.  The probabilistic models presented in this 
dissertation demonstrate that sea-level rise uncertainty can be modeled using our current 
understanding of the ocean and climate systems and an organized strategy for probabilistic 
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CHAPTER 2 – ADDRESSING UNCERTAINTY IN SEA-LEVEL RISE PREDICTIONS 
 
Adapted with permission under the Creative Commons license from: 
Thomas, M. & Lin, T. (2015). Addressing Uncertainty in Ensemble Sea-Level Rise 
Predictions. Proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Applications of Statistics 
and Probability in Civil Engineering, 8 pp.  DOI: 10.14288/1.0076234 
  
I. ABSTRACT 
Sea-level rise represents a looming, difficult to quantify danger to coastal communities.  
Ensemble climate change predictions incorporate epistemic uncertainty in the climate modeling 
process, and climate forcing scenarios help portray a range of climate forcing changes.  This 
study proposes a method for incorporating both model and scenario uncertainty in ensemble 
projections of thermosteric sea-level rise.  A Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm is used to 
weight the contributions of eight process-based climate models and the four Representative 
Concentration Pathways based on convergence criteria and observational data.  Probabilistic 
hazard analysis and deaggregation combine these contributions over a range of sea-level rise 
thresholds and quantify the relative contributions of each pathway and prediction model.  The 
hazard maps generated suggest improved accuracy in modeling regional trends over typical 
ensembles.  Deaggregations effectively represent model and scenario differences and the 
impacts of the methods used. 
II. SEA-LEVEL RISE PREDICTION UNCERTAINTY AND PROBABILISTIC HAZARD 
Sea-level rise (SLR) threatens coastal communities around the world with inundation 
and increased rates and intensities of natural hazards.  This threat can be mitigated by 
increasing coastal resiliency or reducing rates of global temperature increase.  Effective 
mitigation of SLR hazard may rely on accurately predicting of future rates of SLR. 
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Different strategies exist in the literature for projecting SLR.  Global mean SLR has been 
projected using semi-empirical SLR models (Vermeer & Rahmstorf 2009, Grinsted et al. 2010, 
Kemp et al. 2011, Jevrejeva et al. 2012).  Physics-based climate models provide an alternate 
means of SLR projection (IPCC 2013) by directly modeling ocean physics and thermodynamics 
and their interaction with the atmosphere. 
In practice, these physics-based models can only account for thermosteric SLR: a 
volumetric change in ocean size due to thermal expansion.  Although SLR is also driven by mass-
balance contributions, thermosteric SLR has historically been the largest contributing factor.  
Physics-based SLR projections are an important resource for projecting overall SLR change.  
However, our limited understanding of the climate system (Pate-Cornell 1996) is reflected in 
differences between model projections. 
Multi-model ensembles allow researchers to estimate modeling uncertainty by treating 
simulations from different models as samples from some probability distribution.  Ensemble 
results help us explore disagreements between attempts to model the climate but can be 
difficult to interpret and make assumptions about included models and their relationships 
(Lopez et al. 2006, Knutti et al. 2010).  Prediction models often are treated as independent 
samples from a theoretical prediction modeling space.  In reality, physics-based climate models 
often share many assumptions.  Ensembles can treat participating models equally, or weight 
them using some criteria, such as model performance (Tebaldi & Sans 2009, Smith et al. 2009) 
or expert assessment (Horton et al. 2014).  Working Group I of the Fifth Assessment Report of 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) used equal-weight ensembles of process-
based climate models to estimate modeling uncertainty of future SLR (IPCC 2013).  This 
ensemble analysis helped analyze modeling disagreements between models of the Fifth Phase 
of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (IPCC 2013). 
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Modeling uncertainty is only one aspect of overall SLR projection uncertainty.  Natural 
climate variability and anthropogenic factors (IPCC 2013) such as population growth, economic 
growth, policy decisions (Nakicenovic et al. 2000, Webster et al. 2003), and the development of 
new technologies also contribute to uncertainty.  Anthropogenic factors often are considered, 
such as in the Fifth Assessment report, by comparing SLR projections over different 
Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs).   
The RCPs include four climate forcing scenarios, RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5, 
numbered by an associated radiative forcing by 2100 in W/m2 (IPCC 2013).  These scenarios 
range from very low to very high emission pathways but avoid making explicit assumptions 
about anthropogenic activity.  Running climate model simulations along the RCPs is informative 
but tells us little about the likelihood of observing their proposed trajectories of climate forcing.  
Although qualitatively different, climate forcing and SLR modeling uncertainties have similar 
effects on the ability of coastal communities to prepare for future SLR. 
Analysis of many natural hazards also involves different types of prediction uncertainty.  
Probabilistic hazard analysis initially was developed for dealing with seismic hazard (Cornell 
1968).  Probabilistic seismic hazard analysis combines the contributions of many sources and 
models to quantify the total seismic hazard at a given site.  Lin (2012) suggested that SLR 
prediction models and greenhouse gas emissions scenarios, along with their relative likelihoods, 
could be combined in a similar way to model probabilistic SLR hazard.  Contributing sea-level 
rise sources can be aggregated using the total probability theorem, allowing us to calculate SLR 
exceedance probabilities for a given threshold over time and around the globe.  This strategy 
allows the relative contributions of individual sources and models to exceeding a given hazard 
threshold to be determined using a process called deaggregation. 
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This study aims to estimate modeling and climate forcing uncertainties in thermosteric 
SLR prediction for use in probabilistic SLR hazard analysis.  We do this by combining a modified 
version of the univariate Bayesian method for quantifying uncertainty in ensembles of climate 
models developed by Smith et al. (2009) with Lin (2012)’s proposed probabilistic sea-level rise 
hazard analysis, considering the predictions of process-based climate models for the RCP climate 
forcing scenarios.  Model ensembles for each RCP scenario and RCP ensembles for each climate 
model are evaluated using data available from CMIP5.  Hazard maps are produced to represent 
regional likelihoods that SLR will exceed a given threshold.  These results are deaggregated to 
reveal the relative hazard contributions of different models and climate forcing scenarios.  
III. ANALYZING PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD 
In this study, thermosteric SLR predictions are evaluated using a probabilistic model 
which considers climate modeling and climate forcing uncertainties.  A Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC) algorithm (Andrieu et al. 2003) is used to calculate posterior SLR distributions and 
weights for each prediction model and RCP.  The MCMC results are combined, as suggested by 
Lin (2012), to generate SLR exceedance maps.  SLR hazard estimates are deaggregated to 









A. Data Selection and Interpolation 
This study uses a combination of global mean thermosteric SLR and dynamic sea-level 
change projections collected by CMIP5.  For a given climate model, regional SLR for a given RCP 
is the simple sum of these two projections.  All SLR values are evaluated relative to January 
2006, the beginning of the RCP scenarios. 
For the purposes of this study, only climate models with high-resolution ocean 
components simulated for each RCP were considered.  To minimize correlation between 
prediction models, only the newest model from each institute was used.  An exception was 
made for the MIRCO5 and MIROC-ESM-CHEM models, which produced significantly different 
SLR predictions.  Table 2.1 characterizes the climate models meeting these restrictions. 
Table 2.1 - Process-based General Circulation Models of recent vintage incorporating high-
resolution ocean components available from CMIP5 
Model Name Institute ID Vintage Grid Resolution Number of Ocean Layers 
CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 CSIRO-QCCCE 2009 0.9° x 1.875° 31 
GISS-E2R NASA GISS 2011 1° x 1.25° 32 
IPSL-CM5A-LR IPSL 2010 2° x 2-0.5° 31 
MIROC-ESM-CHEM MIROC 2010 1.4° x 1.4-0.5° 44 
MIROC5 MIROC 2010 1.4° x 1.4-0.5° 50 
MRI-CGCM3 MRI 2011 1° x 0.5° 51 
NorESM1-ME NCC 2012 1.125° x 1.125° 53 
bcc-csm1-1 BCC 2011 1° x 1° 40 
 
In the probabilistic SLR model, observational data is used to weight prediction model 
and RCP performance.  Recently, satellite altimetry has provided an accurate means of 
measuring regional sea-levels (Shepherd et al. 2012).  This study uses a satellite altimetry data 
set developed by CSIRO (Watson et al. 2015) combining data collected by the TOPEX/Poseidon, 
Jason-1, and Jason-2/OSTM satellites.  The altimeter data covers sea-levels between 65° latitude 
north and south of the equator resolved over a 1° by 1° latitude-longitude grid.  This covers 
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most developed coastlines and is consistent with the resolution and precision of CMIP5 SLR 
predictions. 
Climate models output sea-level predictions on grids consistent with their own finite 
element approximation of the Earth. To facilitate comparison, sea-level prediction maps were 
interpolated linearly to a set of points matching the altimeter grid.  Due to modeling 
assumptions, the locations of null values representing land are not equivalent for each 
simulation.  As a result, not all prediction models contribute to SLR analyses at each grid point. 
In addition to spatial consistency, it is useful to address temporal variability in SLR 
observations and predictions.  Many climate studies limit statistical noise associated with 
natural variability by taking decadal or multidecadal averages.  This study uses comparatively 
short eight-year SLR means, limited by the difference between recent altimeter data and the 
beginning of the RCP scenarios.  It is important for the purposes of model comparison, and 
ultimately model weighting, that present-day simulation data does not include data that could 
have been used to train sea-level rise prediction models.  2006 to 2013 is used for the present 
day eight-year mean, and 2093 to 2100 is used for the future eight-year mean.   
B. Bayesian Modeling of Uncertainty in Climate Ensembles 
This study adapts a probabilistic multi-model ensemble designed by Smith et al. (2009) 
to quantify climate model prediction uncertainty.  The Smith et al. (2009) ensemble combined 
current and future simulations of the temperature change for 22 regions of the earth into 
current and future probability distributions using a Bayesian hierarchical model.  Current mean 
temperatures and standard errors, as estimated from recent observations, are used to inform 
regional variances for each climate model.  Probability distributions become more strongly 
weighted toward consensus climate model projections and projections from models with 
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smaller variance.  Univariate and multivariate versions of the model were proposed which, 
respectively, represent regional climate predictions with a single random variable and 
incorporate terms for regional and model deviations from the global mean.  The univariate 
assumptions prove to be more appropriate for this study, as the multivariate assumptions do 
not scale well from the 22 regions used in Smith et al. (2009) to the thousands of grid points 
used here. 
The probabilistic model makes necessary assumptions about the relationships between 
climate model predictions and SLR observations.  Observed sea level 0 ( )X x  at location x  is 
assumed to represent a sample from the true distribution of present-day sea level centered on 
the true sea level ( )xµ  trend with variance 10 ( )xλ
−  assumed to be known and representing 
natural variability.  This variability is estimated from yearly samples of altimetry data from 2006 
to 2013, 
 10 0 0( ) ( ( ), ( ) ).X x N x xµ λ
−=  (2.1) 
Regional present-day ( )jX x  and future ( )jY x  SLR simulations from prediction model j  are 
assumed to be samples from distributions centered on true present-day ( )xµ  and future ( )xυ ,  
 
1( ) ( ( ), ( ) )j jX x N x xµ λ
−= , and 




Present-day and future projections have the same value for variance 1( )j xλ
− .  The regional 
( )j xλ  term is a proxy value for the reliability of model j , defining the expected distance 
between a model simulation and present-day or future sea level.  In this study, model j  
represents a set of climate models for a given RCP.  RCP i  represents a set of RCPs for a given 
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climate model.  Parameters ( )xµ , ( )xν ,  and ( )j xλ  have prior distributions related to 
hyperparameters aλ , bλ , a , and b .  Values for aλ , bλ , a , and b  are all set to 0.01 to create 
diffuse prior distributions, 
 ( ), ( ) ( , )x x Uµ υ −∞ ∞ , (2.4) 
 ( ) ( , )j x G a bλ λλ  , and (2.5) 
 , ( , )a b G a bλ λ  . (2.6) 
The joint density of all parameters is proportional to 
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From the joint distribution, we can define conditional distributions for ( )xµ , ( )xν ,  and ( )j xλ  
from which we can perform Gibbs sampling: 
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Hyperparameters aλ and bλ are updated using a Metropolis updating step, where trial values  
'aλ  and 'bλ  are proposed using an exponential function, where a value of 1 for the step length
δ seems to work well for producing a stationary probability distribution. 
 ( 1/2)' Ua a eδλ λ
−=  (2.13) 
 ( 1/2)' Ub b eδλ λ
−=  (2.14) 
The MCMC algorithm samples from a joint distribution of model parameters and 
hyperparameters, allowing us to observe the posterior distributions of future sea level ( )xυ  
and model and scenario reliabilities ( )j xλ .  The sampling algorithm is tuned so that sampled 
values represent stable probability distributions.  We collect 1,000 samples of each parameter 
from the posterior distribution, drawing values every 100 iterations.  A burn-in period of 
250,000 iterations ensured sampling from stable distributions.  Posterior sampling distributions 
for the RCPs generated using the MCMC process are available in Appendix A of this dissertation. 
Sampling model reliability parameters allows us to estimate the relative weights of 
different SLR projections for any region x .  The relative weights of individual models, 
( ( ))jP M x , in an ensemble are related to the reliability for a given model and region ( )j xλ .  



















Figure 2.2 - Posterior distributions of multi-model ensembles generated using the MCMC 
algorithm for global mean thermosteric sea-level rise between the 2006-2013 and 2093-2100 8-
year means for (a) RCP 4.5 (predictions by individual models are marked for reference) and (b) 
each RCP scenario 
 
Figure 2.2 depicts the posterior distributions for future global mean sea level generated 
by the prediction model ensembles for each RCP scenario.  Prediction models and RCPs with 
higher weights have relatively large influences on SLR distributions.  Ensemble distributions tend 
to be narrow compared to unweighted versions due to the weighing involved in the probabilistic 
ensemble model. 
C. Probabilistic Sea-Level Rise Hazard Analysis 
MCMC sampling of ensemble sea-level rise predictions is used to facilitate probabilistic 
hazard analysis, combining the contributions of the eight CMIP5 models and four RCP scenarios.  
The probability that SLR will exceed a given threshold ( ( ) )P S x y>  is determined for each grid 
point using the total probability theorem described in Equation 2.16, which sums conditional 




 ( ( ) ) ( ( ) | ( ), ( )) ( ( )) ( ( ))j i j i
j i
P S x y P S x y M x R x P M x P R x> = >∑∑  (2.16) 
( )S x  represents thermosteric and dynamic SLR at grid point x , y  a given SLR threshold, 
( )jM x  a SLR prediction model j , and ( )iR x  an RCP scenario i . 
The posterior distribution of true sea level using the MCMC algorithm for a given 
prediction model or RCP is equivalent to the summation of corresponding RCPs or prediction 
models.  In this study, these conditional distributions then are summed using the model or RCP 
weights as calculated by Equation 2.15.  Exceedance probabilities reflect the choice and 
limitations of the ensemble of prediction models and RCPs used.  The set of 32 simulations used 
represent the current knowledge about future thermosteric sea-level rise. 
The likelihoods of exceeding a given hazard threshold are deaggregated to quantify the 
conditional probabilities of each SLR prediction model and RCP scenario for a given y  using an 
application of Bayes' Rule, where 
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IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROBABILISTIC HAZARD ANALYSIS 
Calculating sea-level rise hazard allows for the creation of hazard maps depicting 
relative sea-level rise hazard across the globe.  Deaggreation of global mean sea-level rise allows 
us to consider the relative importance of prediction models and RCP scenarios to exceeding 
given magnitudes of sea-level rise.  This can help us characterize the state of sea-level rise 
prediction. 
A. Sea-Level Rise Hazard Mapping 
Figure 2.3 represents the probability of exceeding various thermosteric SLR thresholds 
as calculated using the methods described in this study.  These probabilities reflect the 
ensemble of SLR prediction opportunity and the state of climate modeling.  Hazard map 
probabilities are estimated using posterior probability distributions at every grid point, reflecting 
model projections effectively weighted at each point by model reliabilities.  Figure 2.4 depicts a 
similar hazard map for the same thermosteric sea-level rise thresholds as predicted by an 
ensemble in which all models and RCPs are weighed equally. 
Threshold exceedance rates often have more extreme values for the maps generated 
using probabilistic hazard analysis than for those created using the unweighted ensemble.  This 
results from the characteristics of the probabilistic model which produces sharp probability 
distributions due to the differential weighing of models and scenarios, favoring prediction 
models and RCP scenarios.  Regional deviations in hazard are also relatively large for the hazard 
maps generated under weighting.  The probabilistic model allows regional ensemble results to 





Figure 2.3 - Probabilities of exceeding a global mean of (a) 0.08 m, (b) 0.16 m, (c) 0.24 m, and (d) 
0.32 m of thermosteric sea-level rise between the eight-year means of 2006 to 2013 and 2093 




Figure 2.4 - Probabilities of exceeding a global mean of (a) 0.08 m, (b) 0.16 m, (c) 0.24 m, and (d) 
0.32 m of thermosteric sea-level rise between the eight-year means of 2006 to 2013 and 2093 
to 2100, weighting prediction models and RCP scenarios with the MCMC algorithm 
 
In an unweighted ensemble, probability density tends to be highest close to the 
prediction consensus.  The weighted model also increases density for models that accurately 
recreate altimeter measurements.  A subset of predictions considered accurate by the weighing 
criteria effectively determine SLR at every grid point.  Models contribute significantly to regions 
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for which they are accurate while having minimal influence on regions for which they are not.  
Importantly, the Bayesian methods used allow models or scenarios diverging from the ensemble 
consensus to dominate the SLR probability distribution in a region where they best reproduce 
observational data.  An equal-weight ensemble cannot make such distinctions. 
B. Deaggregation of Prediction Models and Forcing Scenarios 
Estimating probabilities of exceeding SLR thresholds facilitates the process of 
deaggregation to estimate the relative importances of prediction models and RCP scenarios.  
Figure 2.5 depicts the deaggregation of individual prediction model and RCP contributions to 
global mean thermosteric sea-level rise.  Appendix A of this dissertation includes depictions of 
regional prediction model contributions.  Visualizing these contributions demonstrates their 
utility as well as the impact of the modeling assumptions.  The contribution of MIROC-ESM-
CHEM, for instance, increases with SLR threshold as it predicts higher SLR than other models for 
most grid points.  For similar reasons, the relative contribution of MIROC5 peaks toward the 




Figure 2.5 - Deaggregated contributions of (a) CMIP5 prediction models and (b) RCP scenarios to 




Unsurprisingly, the contribution of RCP 8.5 also increases with SLR threshold.  The 
contributions of RCP 4.5 and RCP 6.0 peak near the center of the threshold range as expected 
but are also consistently higher than RCP 2.6 even for lower SLR thresholds.  This probably 
results from the probability density bias toward model consensus and thus moderate prediction 
scenarios.  Whether moderate prediction models and forcing scenarios should be considered 
more likely than extreme models or scenarios, it is important to remember that the probabilistic 
model has this effect. 
V. PROGRESS IN MODELING SEA-LEVEL RISE PREDICTION UNCERTAINTY 
In this study, an MCMC algorithm for creating posterior distributions of a multi-model 
ensemble using model weighing criteria is combined with probabilistic hazard analysis to create 
hazard maps incorporating the projections of four RCPs and eight climate models with high-
resolution ocean components.  These results differ significantly from ensembles weighing each 
RCP and model equally, allowing regional SLR probability distributions to be controlled by an 
appropriate subset of models.  Additionally, the relative contributions of each model and RCP 
were deaggregated, depicting how contributions change along a range of thermosteric sea-level 
rise thresholds and the impact of the algorithmic assumptions.  This represents a novel step 
toward fully quantifying the uncertainty in sea-level rise predictions. 
The accuracy and precision of the results in this study depend on the assumptions made 
in the probabilistic model and the SLR predictions, climate forcing scenarios, and observational 
data used.  A greater number of prediction models and forcing scenarios would help better 
account for the full range of climate uncertainty.  Introducing spatial and temporal dependence 
into the probabilistic assumptions may lead to improved predictions.  Incorporating mass-
balance and other SLR contributions into the methods described may provide a more 
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comprehensive assessment of SLR hazard, allowing decision makers a greater means of 
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I. ABSTRACT 
Future thermosteric and dynamic sea-level change often are projected by process-based 
climate models.  Emulation of such computationally expensive models helps enable model 
intercomparison over a range of forcing scenarios and thus enables additional analysis of sea-
level rise projection uncertainty.  Current emulation methods use linear response functions to 
estimate global mean sea-level response.  Here we introduce a novel dual model to emulate 
global mean thermosteric sea-level rise that incorporates short- and long-term responses to 
climate forcing.  This nonlinear response function outperforms existing linear response functions 
over six illustrative General Circulation Models and the four Representative Concentration 
Pathways.  To emulate dynamic sea level projections, we introduce a linear pattern scaling 
model that relates regional sea-level changes to global mean thermosteric sea-level rise.  
Pattern scaling is shown to reproduce strongly forced sea-level trends.  Our results demonstrate 
effective emulation of global and regional sea-level rise, which can facilitate the consideration of 
sea-level rise projection uncertainty critical to probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis. 
II. THERMOSTERIC AND DYNAMIC SEA-LEVEL RISE MODELING 
Understanding the differences between sea-level rise prediction models are important 
for understanding prediction uncertainty.  When prediction models are not tested on the same 
inputs, this comparison is very difficult.  Uncertainty about the future impact of climate change 
makes it difficult for decision makers to develop mitigation or adaptation strategies.  Important 
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climate uncertainties include climate modeling uncertainty and climate forcing uncertainty.  
Climate modeling uncertainty arises from incomplete understanding of the physical processes 
occurring in the climate system. Climate forcing uncertainty - uncertainty about trajectory of 
future climate forcing - results in part from future economic, technological, or policy changes.  
The prohibitive computational cost of running process-based climate models (IPCC 2013) often 
prevents us from gaining a better understanding of climate change uncertainty by comparing 
climate model predictions over a joint set of experiments.  Emulation methods allow us to 
create a relatively simple parameterization of a computationally expensive process-based model 
so that we can estimate its output in response to a given forcing input. 
One of the most important impacts of climate change is sea-level rise, a factor poised to 
put many coastal communities and ecosystems at risk.  Sea levels rise due to the contributions 
of several physical processes, including thermal expansion of the oceans and mass balance 
contributions of glaciers (Radić et al. 2013), major ice sheets (Nowicki et al. 2013a, b), and 
groundwater (Wada et al. 2012).  Analysis of the sea-level rise budget shows that thermosteric 
sea-level rise (TSLR) is the largest of these sources influencing present day sea-level rise and is 
expected to contribute as much as other sources in the future (IPCC 2013).  Most probabilistic 
projections of future sea level (Kopp et al. 2014) use General Circulation Models (GCMs) (Jones 
et al. 2011; Watanabe et al. 2011; Seiji & Yukimasa 2012; Taylor et al. 2012; Bentsen et al. 2013; 
Xin et al. 2013; Schmidt et al. 2014) of the overall climate system to predict TSLR and dynamic 
sea level (DSL) contributions. 
Individual GCMs, and perturbations of a single GCM, differ in their simulations of TSLR 
and DSL due to different modeling choices in simulating physical processes associated with sea-
level rise.  In a GCM, changing atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases yield changes in 
radiative forcing, a measure of the total energy change in the Earth’s climate system.  This 
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forcing causes a heat flux into the climate system, much of which is stored in the ocean and 
slowly diffused downward, causing thermal expansion.  Much of the difference in GCM 
simulations of TSLR is related to different parameterizations of climate resistance to radiative 
forcing, ocean heat uptake, vertical diffusion of ocean temperature, and thermal expansion 
(Kuhlbrodt & Gregory 2012). 
DSL changes result from temperature, salinity, and ocean circulation patterns (Bilbao et 
al. 2015).  Ocean characteristics, and thus DSL, change over time in response to climate change.  
DSL also is subject to known periodic processes such as El Niño-Southern Oscillation and Atlantic 
Multidecadal Oscillation and year-to-year variation (IPCC 2013).  Despite strong DSL variability, 
GCM projections of DSL are consistent in pattern over time and among forcing scenarios 
(Perrette et al. 2013; Bilbao et al. 2015), suggesting an important component of forced change. 
Future climate forcing is highly uncertain (Webster et al. 2003; Meinshausen et al. 2006; 
IPCC 2013) as it is strongly related to difficult-to-predict human activity, such as greenhouse gas 
emissions and land use changes, and contributes to TSLR and DSL projection uncertainty.  This 
uncertainty often is explored in the literature through the consideration of specific forcing 
pathways, such as the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (Meinshausen et al. 
2011).  The RCPs consist of four scenarios, numbered by their approximate associated radiative 
forcing values (in W/m2) by 2100: RCP 2.6, RCP 4.5, RCP 6.0, and RCP 8.5.  However, the RCPs 
represent only a small set of possible climate forcing trajectories. 
In the literature, strategies have been proposed to project global mean and regional 
climate parameter changes such as surface temperature, precipitation, ocean heat uptake, solid 
ice discharge from Greenland and Antarctica, as well as DSL (Good et al. 2011; Frieler et al. 2012; 
Winkelmann & Levermann 2012; Good et al. 2013; Tebaldi & Arblaster 2014; Bilbao et al. 2015) 
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for a larger set of forcing scenarios.  Emulation methods can help facilitate model 
intercomparison for a given forcing scenario by estimating climate change projections for 
models that are untested on the given scenario.  Linear response methods (Good et al. 2011; 
Winkelmann & Levermann 2012; Good et al. 2013; Levermann et al. 2014) emulate complex 
process-based climate or ice sheet models by defining a model impulse response to changes in 
temperature or climate forcing.  In the study of Levermann et al. 2014), a probabilistic study of 
Antarctic ice discharge used a linear response function to emulate ice sheet outputs to a random 
sample of climate forcing inputs. 
The pattern scaling method emulates regional climate predictions by defining a gradient 
matrix that relates regional and global climate parameter values (Frieler et al. 2012; Tebaldi & 
Arblaster 2014).  Pattern scaling is most appropriate for climate parameters that demonstrate 
consistent spatial patterns of change over time and with respect to different external forcing. 
Multidecadal averages of regional temperature change or precipitation rate have a strong 
pattern scaling relationship with global mean temperature (Tebaldi & Arblaster 2014).  A linear 
relationship will be much less effective for emulating extreme events or parameters tied to 
complicated climate feedbacks. 
In this study, we propose a novel strategy for emulating GCM TSLR projections for a 
given climate forcing pathway.  A nonlinear response function is shown to emulate long- and 
short-term GCM global mean TSLR projection trends more accurately and with less bias than the 
linear response functions proposed by Good et al. (2011) and Winkelmann & Levermann (2012).  
Linear pattern scaling, using global mean TSLR as a predictive parameter, is shown to reproduce 
the long-term forced patterns of DSL projections. 
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III. SEA-LEVEL RISE PREDICTION MODEL EMULATION 
GCM predictions of sea-level rise generally are considered using a suite of experiments 
from the Fifth Phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) which cover a 
range of climate forcing scenarios.  Emulation methods have been developed to estimate GCM 
output for forcing scenarios which have not yet been simulated directly.  Response function 
methods have been used to emulate global mean climate parameters, while pattern scaling has 
been proposed to emulate regional parameter values. 
A. Climate Model Simulation Data 
In this study, we use GCM output from the historical, RCP, and PiControl experiments as 
collected from CMIP5.  Associated radiative forcing values for each experiment are estimated 
using CMIP5 CO2 equivalent concentrations for each experiment and the CO2 concentration to 
radiative forcing conversion of Myhre et al. (1998).  Associated radiative forcing values for each 
experiment are estimated using CMIP5 CO2 equivalent concentrations for each experiment and 
the CO2 concentration to radiative forcing conversion of Myhre et al. (1998).  These forcing 
trends represent a shared GCM input. 
The historical experiment produces climate reconstructions between the preindustrial 
period and present day, and for the purposes of this study is assumed to span from 1850 to 
2005.  The RCP experiments project climate change from 2006 to 2100 based on the RCP 
greenhouse gas concentration pathways, and the 4xCO2 experiment projects climate change for 
an instantaneous quadrupling of CO2 concentration with respect to pre-industrial levels.  The 
pre-industrial reference year differs among GCMs.  We account for model drift in GCM 
projections by considering TSLR projected by the PiControl experiment, in which climate forcing 
is held at preindustrial levels.  PiControl drift is subtracted from time series of joint historical and 
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RCP TSLR time series. Yearly means are taken on TSLR data to remove seasonal effects.  DSL data 
is defined with respect to 2006 heights and 30-year 2006-2035 and 2071-2100 means are taken 
to reduce the impact of temporal variability.  DSL projections are also linearly interpolated onto 
an identical 1° by 1° grid before analysis to facilitate comparison. As simulation data is only 
available for a small number of GCMs for both TSLR and DSL for historical, PiControl, 4xCO2, and 
all RCP experiments, emulation method analyses in this study focus on GISS-E2-R, HadGEM2-ES, 
MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-m, and bcc-csm1-1-m. 
B. Response Functions for Emulating Thermosteric Sea-Level Rise 
One class of emulation methods estimates GCM output using response theory, in which 
GCM output is represented as the convolution of an impulse response over a time series of 
inputs.  The methods of Good et al. (2011) and Winkelmann & Levermann (2012) are linear 
response functions, which scale linearly with respect to the size of impulse inputs.  Equation 3.1 
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where ( ')V t  represents the overall system response at time 't , ( ')R t t−  represents a 
response function which defines the magnitude of the system response to a unit input after a 
time period of 't t− , and ( )h t  represents the magnitude of the input time series at time t .  The 
proposed nonlinear response function emulates the rate of TSLR for a given GCM as described in 
Equation 3.2, which defines the rate of TSLR ( ')thdS t
dt
 as the convolution of linear response 
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where response functions fR  and dfR  define the emulated GCM response to radiative forcing 
relative to preindustrial values ( )f t  and year-to-year changes in radiative forcing ( )df t
dt
, 
respectively.  The ultimate TSLR response is the time integral of the nonlinear response function 
output ( ')thdS t
dt
.  Radiative forcing is a useful choice for input parameter, as it is a single 
parameter representing the overall magnitude of climate change and is representative of the 
forcing scenarios which GCMs use as input.  Linear response functions fR  and dfR  are  
 ( ) bfR aτ τ= , and (3.3) 
 ( ) ddfR cτ τ= , (3.4) 
where τ  represents the number of years 't t−  after an impulse input.  Parameters a  and c  are 
positive and parameterize the magnitudes of the TSLR response to changes in forcing and the 
rate of forcing change, respectively, while parameters b  and d  are negative and define how 
quickly the respective impulse responses decay over time.  The nonlinear model is reminiscent 
of the semi-empirical sea-level model of Vermeer & Rahmstorf (2009), which also relates sea-
level change to current climate forcing and the current rate of climate forcing change.  
Good et al. (2011) proposed a generalized emulation model, the performance of which 
could depend heavily on the climate parameter being emulated. In this study, TSLR emulations 
are estimated using an indirect implementation (Good et al. 2013). The indirect method 
estimates relative TSLR between a known “base” scenario, for which data is available, and a 
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 represents the system response at time t  for some RCP X  for which we have 




 is the system response 
for an RCP Y  for which both forcing and projection data are available.  ( ' )dfR t t−  is a linear 
response function taken directly from the 4xCO2 experiment, and ( ( ) ( ))X Y
d f t f t
dt
−  represents 
the rate of change of the difference between the radiative forcing time series ( )Xf t  and ( )Yf t  
of scenarios X  and Y , respectively.  The indirect method assumes that the difference between 
RCP outputs is related linearly to the difference between RCP input time series.  As any RCP can 
be used as a “base” scenario, TSLR emulations for a given RCP in this study reflect the mean of 
emulation time series estimated using all potential “base” scenarios.   
Response functions were fit to year-to-year changes in GCM TSLR projections. Function 
output is compared in terms of overall TSLR, the cumulative sum of these year-to-year changes.  
Parameter values are fit using the MATLAB (2013) function lsqcurvefit, which finds a least 
squares solution for curve fitting via a gradient descent method.  In this study, lsqcurvefit 
reports a parameter fit when either the gradient or the norm of the error is less than 10-12.  
Response function parameter values are constrained to be positive or negative, as defined by 
the form of the response function.  All response function and pattern scaling parameters are 
derived using the full set of historical and RCP experimental data available. 
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C. Pattern Scaling for Emulating Dynamic Sea-Level Change 
Pattern scaling defines a linear relationship between a regional and global climate 
parameter as described in Equation 3.6, where ( , )P x t  represents the regional DSL response at 
grid point x  and time t , ( )g x  is a linear regression coefficient for grid point x , ( , )x tε  
represents the model residual, and ( )T t  is a global predictive parameter at time t . In this study, 
a pattern scaling model defining a linear relationship between DSL height and TSLR anomaly is 
explored as a means of emulating DSL changes, 
 ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( , ).P x t g x T t x tε= +   (3.6) 
TSLR has been found to have a reasonably strong relationship with global mean 
temperature, sea-surface temperature, and ocean volume mean temperature (Perrette et al. 
2013; Bilbao et al. 2015), which are strongly related to TSLR.  Linear regression coefficients 
( )g x  are fit between GCM projections of global mean TSLR and DSL height over the full set of 
RCP experiments.  As single GCM simulations of DSL include significant unforced internal 
variability (Bilbao et al. 2015), pattern scaling residuals ( , )x tε  reflect both limitations of the 
emulation model and DSL variability.  We should expect the impact of unforced internal 
variability to be relatively large for scenarios of relatively small climate forcing, such as RCP 2.6. 
IV. EMULATION MODEL PERFORMANCE 
To understand the ability of emulation models, it is useful to analyze model error for a 
range of possible strategies.  For emulation of climate and sea-level rise parameters, it is 
important to consider the ability of emulations over time and over a range of forcing scenarios.  
For models such as pattern scaling which have no direct alternatives, we can analyze which 





Figure 3.1 - Original data and reconstructions of GCM emulations of TSLR for the (a) RCP 2.6, (b) 
RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0, and (d) RCP 8.5 scenarios using the proposed nonlinear response function 
and the linear response functions of Winkelmann & Levermann (2012) (labeled as W & L) and 
Good et al. (2011) (labeled as Good’s). Dashed and dotted lines represent reconstructions for 
the NorESM1-m model. Solid lines and shaded areas represent the mean residual error for the 




Table 3.1 - Error measures for TSLR emulations made using the methods of (Winkelmann & 
Levermann, 2012) (labeled as W & L), Good et al. (2011) (labeled as Good’s), and the nonlinear 
response function as well as pattern scaling a R2 measures over RCP and timescale combinations 
 
A. Linear and Nonlinear Response Function Performance 
  In this study, we compare the proposed nonlinear response function with the linear 
response functions described by Winkelmann & Levermann (2012) and by Good et al. (2011).  
Figure 3.1 depicts TSLR emulations of projections of the NorESM1-m (Bentsen et al. 2013) model 
for the RCP scenarios and error trends for the illustrative set of GCMs. Table 3.1 portrays root 
mean square error (RMSE) estimates for linear and nonlinear response function emulation 
methods for different RCPs and time periods.  Table 3.2 denotes parameter fits for the nonlinear 
response function and emulation strategy performance for each GCM. Differences among 
  Emulation model RMSE (mm) R2 
RCPs Timescale W & L Good’s Nonlinear Pattern Scaling 
All 2006-2100 12.937 28.202 7.534 0.700 
All 2006-2050 6.544 7.439 3.602 0.696 
All 2051-2100 16.723 38.287 9.809 0.703 
4.5 2006-2100 8.676 10.337 7.578 0.597 
4.5 2006-2050 6.082 3.025 4.090 0.631 
4.5 2051-2100 10.475 13.977 9.699 0.552 
6.0 2006-2100 7.170 9.584 6.488 0.927 
6.0 2006-2050 4.260 3.435 2.895 0.922 
6.0 2051-2100 9.024 12.822 8.518 0.931 
2.6 2006-2100 7.197 37.963 7.316 0.854 
2.6 2006-2050 4.526 9.351 3.270 0.865 
2.6 2051-2100 8.943 51.650 9.595 0.843 
8.5 2006-2100 22.167 39.264 9.595 0.854 
8.5 2006-2050 9.781 10.628 4.013 0.854 
8.5 2051-2100 29.132 53.255 11.235 0.853 
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nonlinear response function parameter values reflect the different physical parameterizations of 
GCMs that lead to differences in TSLR projections.  RMSE is estimated for the method of 
Winkelmann & Levermann (2012) and the nonlinear response function using leave-one-out 
cross validation, where results for one RCP are estimated by training the response function on 
the other RCPs and the historical experiment.  As the method of Good et al. (2011) does not 
involve model fitting, RMSE values for this method reflect the use of all applicable data. 
 
Table 3.2 - RMSE and emulation bias trend measures for response function emulation of TSLR 
using the linear (Winkelmann & Levermann, 2012) (W & L) and Good et al. (2011) (Good’s) 
methods and the nonlinear (NL) response function as well as R2 statistic for DSL emulation using 
pattern scaling 
 





















-5 2.222  e-14 1.463 e
-4 2.226 e-14 2.337  e-17 






-3 1.426 e-3 9.087 e-3 1.453 e-3 2.275  e-3 
d -0.518 -0.257 -0.162 -2.268 -0.218 -0.455 
RMSE 
(mm) 
W & L 13.247 10.545 11.268 10.618 13.285 17.364 
Good’s 6.010 3.278 7.355 10.689 64.407 19.906 
Nonlinear 13.550 3.362 5.570 5.284 7.832 5.014 
R2 Pattern Scaling 0.519 0.592 0.716 0.578 0.649 0.383 
 
As depicted in Figure 3.1, the nonlinear response function consistently reproduces TSLR 
trends projected for each RCP and GCM combination.  As described by Table 3.1 and the shaded 
errors of Figure 3.1, emulation error produced by the nonlinear response function is smaller 
than that produced by other methods when the full set of RCPs and GCMs is considered.  The 
nonlinear function is also best able to reproduce trends of TSLR for qualitatively different forcing 
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scenarios.  For moderate forcing scenarios such as RCP 4.5 and 6.0, the method of Winkelmann 
& Levermann (2012) achieves similar performance as the nonlinear function.  However, the 
nonlinear function produces less error for RCPs 2.6 and 8.5.  Similarly, the method of Good et al. 
(2011) produces more error for RCPs 2.6 and 8.5 than for RCPs 4.5 and 6.0. Notably, the case of 
NorESM1-m as depicted in Figure 3.1 demonstrates the limitations of the method of Good et al. 
(2011) strongly.  While on average the method is not reliable, it may perform more effectively 
for other GCMs. Emulations for all illustrative GCMs are available in Appendix B of this 
dissertation. This appears to reflect the limitations of linear response functions which do not 
model TSLR responses to both radiative forcing ( )f t  and the rate of change of forcing ( )df t
dt
.  
As radiative forcing growth for RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 is close to exponential, ( )f t  and ( )df t
dt
 are 
proportional for these scenarios, making it difficult to isolate their individual effects on the rate 
of sea-level rise (Rahmstorf et al. 2011).  Accounting for both factors, as the nonlinear function 
does, is important for emulating more complex forcing growth scenarios such as RCP 2.6 and 
8.5.  
This difference is also apparent in the performance of emulation methods over time. As 
depicted in Figure 3.1, emulation error for the model set and the nonlinear method stays near 
zero for the entire 2006-2100 period.  Emulation errors resulting from the method of 
(Winkelmann & Levermann 2012) tend to become more positive over time for RCPs 2.6 and 4.5 
and more negative over time for RCPs 6.0 and 8.5.  As this method only considers ( )f t , it 
cannot respond quickly to changes in radiative forcing. In fact, it can never emulate a decrease 
in TSLR if radiative forcing remains positive.  On average, the method of Good et al. (2011) tends 
to underestimate TSLR for RCPs 2.6 and 4.5 and overestimate TSLR for RCPs 6.0 and 8.5, 
although this is not true for all GCMs.  This method has a relatively fast response time due to 
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only considering ( )df t
dt
, which may cause it to over-react to changes in climate forcing growth, 
such as the eventual decay in forcing occurring after 2050 for RCP 2.6.  As described in Table 3.1, 
model error differences tend to be greater for the linear methods between emulations for 2006-
2050 and 2051-2100 than for the nonlinear response function.  The difference over time is 
especially large for the method of Good et al. (2011).  Table 3.2 depicts overall model error 
differences between linear and nonlinear response functions for the representative GCMs as 




Figure 3.2 - Original projections and emulations generated using the dual model of global mean 
TSLR rise for 20 GCMs. Model names with the superscript * denote models for which all four 
RCP simulations are available. Dashed lines represent expected TSLR projections as estimated 




Only the nonlinear response function is shown to be effective for emulating TSLR for 
qualitatively different forcing scenarios and GCMs of differing sensitivity to long- and short-term 
trends.  The greatest overall improvements in performance using the nonlinear response 
function occur for the MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, and bcc-csm1-1-m GCMs.  As depicted in Table 
3.2, MIROC-ESM corresponds with a relatively small absolute value of d , MRI-CGCM3 
corresponds with a high value of c , and bcc-csm1-1-m corresponds with slightly higher c  and 
d  values.  These differences may reflect a relatively strong influence of ( )df t
dt
 and thus an 
aspect of TSLR response complexity for which linear response functions struggle to account. 
Figure 3.2 depicts simulation and emulation RCP projections for 20 GCMs. Dual model 
emulations of TSLR fall in line with available GCM simulation data.  A figure comparing TSLR 
projections for MRI-CGCM3 which has simulated all RCPs and CMCC-CMS for which RCPs 2.6 and 
6.0 are emulated is included in Appendix B of this dissertation.  The most common missing 
forcing scenarios are RCPs 2.6 and 6.0. Emulations of RCP 2.6 reflect trends observed in full sets 
of RCP simulations, producing slightly less TSLR than relatively moderate RCP 4.5 and 6.0 
scenarios, with the difference related to the sensitivity of individual GCMs to changes in forcing.  
RCP 6.0 emulations reproduce the trajectory of TSLR observed for all GCMs where TSLR grows 
slowly in the beginning of the 21st century before eventually overcoming RCP 4.5 projections 
near the end of the century.  Filling in RCP simulations can help us better compare the 
projections of different GCMs. 
B. Pattern Scaling Performance 
Pattern scaling can be used to compare GCM projections of DSL when not all models 
have simulated the same forcing scenarios by defining a gradient matrix relating TSLR to DSL.  
Figure 3.3 compares pattern scaling DSL projections for NorESM1-m (Bentsen et al. 2013) over 
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the RCP 8.5 forcing scenario, for an ensemble of GCMs over RPC 8.5, for NorESM1-m over an 
ensemble of RCPs, and for an ensemble of both GCMs and RCPs with corresponding pattern 
scaling emulations and emulation error.  The linear pattern scaling relationship between DSL 
and global mean TSLR, as illustrated by Figures 3.3e-h, reproduces DSL patterns consistent with 
the original GCM and ensemble simulations depicted by Figures 3.3a-d, respectively.  The 
relatively high DSL change east of Canada and the patterns of relatively high and low DSL north 
of Antarctica are reflected by pattern scaling in the emulated maps for NorESM1-m and all 
ensembles.  Pattern scaling emulations for all GCM and RCP pairs are included in Appendix B of 
this dissertation.  As depicted in Figure 3.3 for NorESM1-m and various GCM and RCP ensembles 
and in Appendix B for other GCMs, emulation error is generally an order of magnitude smaller 
than forced DSL patterns, but varies across RCPs and with time.  Emulation error is especially 
low for RCP ensembles such as depicted in Figure 3.3k-l as errors tend to cancel out over a set of 




Figure 3.3 - 30 year average from 2071 to 2100 of (a,b,c,d) direct DSL projection, (e,f,g,h) pattern 
scaling emulation, and (i,j,k.l) emulation error for (a,e,i) NorESM1-m and RCP 8.5, (b,f,j) an 
ensemble of illustrative GCMs for RCP 8.5, (c,g,k) an ensemble of RCPs for NorESM1-m, and 




Table 3.2 portrays the proportion of DSL change explained by the pattern scaling 
method.  R2 values estimated using an area-weighted geographic average vary significantly 
among GCMs.  The amount of DSL variability captured by pattern scaling for different models 
demonstrates how much of future change is forced for a given GCM, ranging from R2 values of 
0.716 for MIROC-ESM to 0.383 for bcc-csm1-1-m.  Pattern scaling tends to be less effective for 
GCMs such as bcc-csm1-1-m, which produce relatively weakly forced TSLR and DSL responses to 
climate forcing.  In such cases, unforced variability may dominate patterns of DSL change for 
much of the available projection data, making it difficult to identify forced trends.  As Table 3.1 
depicts, pattern scaling performance is not greatly impacted by the period of emulation 
considered, although pattern scaling appears to be more reliable for RCP 6.0 than for other 
scenarios.  Although direct comparison to the studies of Perrette et al. (2013) or Bilbao et al. 
(2015) are difficult, pattern scaling achieves similar R2 values using TSLR as a predictive 
parameter and training on all RCP data compared to using global mean temperature and using 
specific RCP patterns of DSL change to minimize emulation error. 
As depicted in Figures 3.3a, e and i, some apparent NorESM1-m and RCP 8.5 DSL trends, 
such as the patterns east of China and the western boundary currents west of North America, 
are not consistently simulated across RCPs or over time as depicted in Figures 3.3c, g and k.   The 
fact that these trends are not reproduced suggests that they do not reflect forced patterns.  The 
pattern scaling model is not able to emulate the types of physical interactions leading to these 
DSL patterns.  Although emulation cannot predict all patterns of DSL change, projecting long-
term forced patterns remains useful for comparing the expected DSL changes for GCMs which 
may not have been simulated a given forcing scenario.  As depicted in ensemble projections, 
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pattern scaling reproduces the DSL trends that are most consistent over time as well as across 
various GCMs and forcing scenarios. 
C. Emulation of the Extended Representative Concentration Pathways 
Together, the nonlinear response function and pattern scaling methods can enable the 
joint emulation of GCM TSLR and DSL projections for untested forcing scenarios.  One group of 
forcing scenarios that may be of interest is the Extended Representative Concentration 
Pathways (ERCPs), which extends the forcing trajectories of the RCPs from ending at 2100 to 
ending at 2300.  ERCPs projections only are available for a fraction of GCMs contributing to 
CMIP5, and most ERCP experiments were performed only for ERCP 4.5.  The ERCPs also project 
more complicated climate forcing growth trajectories than the RCPs. Radiative forcing reaches a 
maximum value during the time series of ERCPs 4.5, 6.0, and 8.5 and remains constant after.  
Forcing decreases continuously for ERCP 2.6 from its maximum in the mid-21st century. Figure 
3.4 depicts how emulation methods can help us understand TSLR and DSL projections for such 
forcing scenarios. 
As depicted in Figure 3.4a for the HadGEM2-ES GCM, the nonlinear response function is 
more capable of emulating TSLR response to complicated forcing trajectories than linear 
response functions.  For scenarios, such as the ERCPs, where climate forcing stops growing, the 
method of Winkelmann & Levermann (2012) is unable to reproduce a deceleration in TSLR 
growth.  The indirect implementation of the method of Good et al. (2013) is not possible for the 
ERCPs, as “base” ERCPs are generally not available.  The depicted direct implementation of this 
method responds too quickly to a levelling-off-of or decrease in radiative forcing.  Figure 4b 
demonstrates that even trained only on historical and RCP experimental data, the nonlinear 
response function can reasonably simulate GCM TSLR projections across a range of models for 
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which projection data is available.  Statistical analysis of ERCP emulation is complicated by the 




Figure 3.4 - The process of emulating TSLR and DSL GCM projections for the ERCPs, including (a) 
comparison of linear and nonlinear TSLR emulation methods for the HadGEM2-ES model and 
ERCPs 2.6 and 8.5, (b) TSLR emulation comparison of GISS-E2-R and MIROC-ESM for ERCP 4.5 
using linear and nonlinear methods, (c) a TSLR projection ensemble for ERCP 4.5 including the 
HadGEM2-ES, GISS-E2-R, and MIROC-ESM GCMs for which ERCP projections are available 
(labeled Direct illustrative GCM), the MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-m, and bcc-csm1-1-m GCMs for 
which projections are only available up to 2100 (labeled Emulated illustrative GCM), and an 
additional 14 GCMs with a range of available projection lengths (labeled additional GCMs), 
where emulation is used to fill in or extend projections, and (d) ensemble joint TSLR and DSL 
projection mean for ECRP 4.5 and 2300 estimated using the nonlinear response function and 
pattern scaling methods 
 
Figure 3.4c depicts how we can apply the nonlinear response function to a wider range 
of GCMs to estimate the range of TSLR projections for ERCP 4.5 possible for a given ensemble of 
climate models. Emulation helps us compare projections of the illustrative GCMs with GCMs for 
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which less data is available.  Ensemble projections demonstrate significant differences between 
GCMs, with TSLR ranging from as low as 0.3 m to as high as 1.0 m by 2300.  Such projections can 
be transformed into maps of joint TSLR and DSL using pattern scaling gradients for the GCM 
ensemble.  The ensemble mean of 20 GCM TSLR and DSL projections for ERCP 4.5 and 2300 is 
depicted in Figure 3.4d.  The DSL patterns of Figure 4d reflect the pattern scaling gradients and 
TSLR projection magnitudes of ensemble members. The linearity of the pattern scaling method 
means that joint TSLR and DSL projection maps are qualitatively similar for any forcing scenario 
or projection year, differing only by the magnitude of TSLR. Ensemble results may be analyzed 
further to estimate uncertainties related to GCM projection. This may be done globally in the 
form of maps, or locally using probability densities or hazard curves. Examples of uncertainty 
analysis are available in Appendix B of this dissertation. 
V. EMULATION FOR COMPARING CLIMATE MODEL SEA-LEVEL RISE RESPONSES TO FORCING 
Response function emulation methods provide a means of using complex process-based 
climate models in studies involving climate forcing pathways for which model simulations are 
not readily available. For probabilistic studies, emulation may be necessary if we wish to 
consider many forcing scenarios and pathway shapes. In this study, we propose methods for 
emulating GCM predictions of TSLR and DSL. The nonlinear response function expands on 
previous response function emulation methods in the literature, defining a dual model that 
parameterizes the TSLR response to both current radiative forcing and the rate of change of 
radiative forcing. The dual model is shown to emulate TSLR projections more closely than 
existing emulation methods over an illustrative set of GCMs and over time. For the first time, a 
linear pattern scaling relationship is defined between global mean TSLR and DSL. This regional 
emulation method demonstrates the ability to reproduce spatial patterns which are consistent 
across different forcing scenarios and over time. These patterns probably represent long-term 
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forced trends. The methods explored here represent a strategy for emulating the components 
of sea-level rise produced by GCMs, which are commonly used for more comprehensive 
projections. Such studies may be able to inform decision making concerning adaption to, or 




CHAPTER 4 – MODELING UNCERTAINTY IN THE GLACIER CONTRIBUTION TO SEA-LEVEL RISE 
 
Adapted from: 
Thomas, M. & Lin, T. Modeling Uncertainty in the Glacier Contribution to Sea-Level Rise. Nature 
Climate Change, in review. 
 
I. ABSTRACT 
Climate changes in energy balance and precipitation impact the mass balance of glaciers 
and cause changes in global sea levels.  Energy- and flux-based models allow for analysis of glacier 
mass balance response to climate change.  Modeling mass balance is made difficult due to the 
sparseness of historical glacier data on which models are developed.  Glacier mass balance and 
corresponding sea-level rise predictions should account for modeling uncertainty.  This study 
updates a glacier mass balance model from the literature, using a Bayesian hierarchical model to 
define model parameters as random variables.  We also update the way in which model results 
are extrapolated to global glacier response using a model of spatial covariance and simple kriging 
instead of using regional mean values.  The impact of glacier mass balance modeling uncertainty 
on sea-level rise uncertainty is explored by converting samples of mass balance change to samples 
of sea-level rise using the sea-level equation. 
II. GLACIER MASS BALANCE AND SEA-LEVEL RISE 
Historical glacier observations show that the glacier mass-balance change, and its 
resulting impact on sea levels, is highly variable year-to-year (Marzeion et al. 2012).  Low signal-
to-noise ratio in glacier mass observations and the limited number of glaciers for which direct 
observations are available make it difficult to model the glacier response to changes in climate.  
Semi-empirical glacier models simulate mass balance responses to climate change using flux- 
and energy-based components.  Energy-based components address the impact of changes in 
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solar radiation, quantifying the thermodynamic glacier response (Hock 2005).  Flux-based 
components consider the relationships between precipitation, melting, and glacier volume (e.g., 
Marzeion et al. 2012). Physics-based models such as those used to simulate large ice sheets 
(e.g., Nowicki et al. 2013a, b) are generally not calibrated for modeling smaller masses of ice like 
glaciers (Seroussi et al. 2014). 
In this study, we update the semi-empirical glacier mass balance model of Giesen and 
Oerlemans (2012, 2013) by defining glacier response parameters as random variables using a 
Bayesian hierarchical model.  We introduce a spatial covariance model for glacier parameters 
for estimating global glacier response and parameter uncertainty.  Mass balance uncertainty for 
a climate forcing input is estimated by sampling uncertain parameter values and converting 
resulting mass balance changes into patterns of sea-level rise using the Sea-Level Equation (SLE).  
This helps us identify patterns of glacier sea-level rise uncertainty. 
Sea level rise is associated with several physical processes.  Increased global 
temperatures have caused thermal expansion in the oceans (Marčelja 2010).  Heat content 
changes have also driven the melting and solid ice flow of major ice sheets and glaciers (IPCC 
2013).   The contributions of thermal expansion and ice melt to sea-level rise are of similar 
magnitudes (e.g., Gardner et al. 2013).  Patterns of sea-level rise associated with mass balance 
contributions are often considered using the SLE (Farrell & Clark 1976; Peltier 2004), which 
estimates the distribution of ocean mass required to maintain the gravitational and rotational 
equilibrium of the Earth.  Gravimetric and rotational effects cause sea level to fall near the 
location of melt and to rise elsewhere.  Sea-level rise fingerprints are calculated using the SLE 
and a rheological earth parameterization (Zhao 2013).  Although different parameterizations 
exist, they have a negligible impact on regional sea levels over the 100-year timeframe 






Figure 4.1 - Process for analyzing glacier sea-level rise projection uncertainty considering spatial 
glacier response uncertainty and conversions of mass balance change to sea-level rise impact 
 
Figure 4.1 depicts the analysis carried out in the study.  Using historical glacier and 
climate data, glacier parameter probability distributions for parameters of the Giesen and 
Oerlemans (2012, 2013) mass balance model are estimated at locations where data is available.  
A distance-based covariance structure is developed using global glacier parameterizations to 
estimate parameterizations for glacier regions throughout the world as well as global parameter 
uncertainty.  Using the global glacier model, we simulate the global glacier mass balance 
response to projected changes in climate.  Mass balance changes are converted into 
fingerprints, or spatial patterns, of sea-level rise using the SLE.  By sampling many mass balance 
changes under glacier response uncertainty, we estimate the distribution of glacier sea-level rise 
fingerprints, and thus glacier sea-level rise uncertainty. 
III. GLACIER OBSERVATION AND MODELING 
Analysis of the glacier contribution to sea-level rise relies on simulating glacier 
responses to changes in climate.  Glacier models rely on often sparse observational data, taken 
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from many sources.  Probabilistic treatment of glacier response helps us account for the 
limitations of glacier data in modeling mass balance change.  
A. Observational Glacier Data Sets 
Analysis of the glacier contribution to sea-level rise relies on simulating glacier 
responses to changes in climate.  Glacier models rely on often sparse observational data, taken 
from many sources.  Probabilistic treatment of glacier response helps us account for the 
limitations of glacier data in modeling mass balance change.  
Glacier melt rate data comes from three main sources, inventories of known glaciers 
and their respective surface areas, historical melt rate data, and global-scale NASA satellite 
gravimetry measurements. The Randolph Glacier Inventory (RGI) makes available location and 
surface area data for the clear majority of glaciers around the world (Pfeffer et al. 2014).  
Gravimetry observations from NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) 
satellites give mass balance coverage over the entire globe at a resolution of about 2° Latitude 
and Longitude from 2003 to the present day (Swenson 2012).  Historical glacier data sets 
available from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) aggregate observations of glacier 
melt for a subset of glaciers for which mass balance has been locally measured (WGMS and 
NSIDC 2012).  A comparison of the glacier surface areas associated with RGI and WGMS data is 
available in Appendix C of this dissertation.  Figure 4.2 depicts the availability and locations of 
different glacier data sets. 
Glacier mass balance data is quantified in each data set in terms of Land Water 
Equivalent (LWE), the thickness of ice averaged over the glacier surface area required to cause a 
given mass-balance change.  In this study, we use only WGMS data sets for which at least 10 
years of observational data are used for glaciers having surface area greater than 10 km2.  The 
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10-year limit is introduced to help account for the fact that mass balance change is highly 
variable from year to year.  The surface area limit is chosen because small glaciers may respond 
differently than large glaciers to climate changes and have the potential to melt entirely over 
short time scales.  A large majority of glacier mass is concentrated in the largest glaciers.  
Specific size and time cut-off values are chosen in this study to leave a set of 158 WGMS time 




Figure 4.2 - Locations of (a) RGI inventoried glaciers, (b) all NSIDC observational glacier data sets, 
(c) NSIDC data sets of glaciers with surface area greater than 10 km2 and at least 10 annual mass 
balance change estimates during 1952-2008, and (d) number of NSIDC data sets for years during 
the 1952-2008 period for locations with at least 10 annual mass balance change observations 
 
Glacier changes are forced by regional temperature shifts, regional precipitation shifts, 
and fluctuations in incoming solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere.  In this study, monthly 
global mean solar radiation estimates for 1610 to 2008 are taken from Lean’s (2010) calculation.  
Reconstructed estimates of regional temperature and precipitation changes are taken from the 
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Climate Research Unit’s HadCRUT4 2016 dataset (Morice et al. 2012), which covers 1850 to the 
present day. 
Mass-balance changes are converted into corresponding sea-level rise fingerprints using 
the SLE solver of Adhikari et al. (2016).  For SLE calculations, glacier mass-balance changes are 
aggregated into 2° x 2° grid cells, matching the resolution of GRACE observations.  This is done 
by converting LWE for glacier surface area in a given grid cell to the surface area for the entire 
grid cell.  For the purposes of this study, this resolution is sufficient to compare the patterns of 
different sea-level rise fingerprints. 
B. The Probabilistic Glacier Melt Rate Model 
This study updates the glacier mass balance model of Giesen and Oerlemans (2012, 
2013).  The glacier model represents glacier melt as a function of climate energy balance and 
precipitation changes.  In this study, we allow each parameter to be a random variable using a 
Bayesian hierarchical model.  This helps us consider glacier response uncertainty.  In the study of 
Giesen and Oerlemans (2013), the glacier model was extrapolated to estimate the responses of 
glaciers on which it was not trained by assuming that glaciers in 19 specified geographical 
regions would behave following the mean parameter values available for a given region.  In this 
study, regional glacier response similarity is explored using a distance-based covariance model.  
We carry forward the assumption that glaciers for which we have observational data are 
representative of global glacier coverage. 
In the glacier model, annual surface mass balance B  accumulation is determined as a 
function of solid precipitation, assumed to fall as snow when air temperature is below 1.5° C, 
and glacier melt, assumed to occur whenever surface energy balance Q  is positive.   A fraction 




(1 ) min 0;snow
w fyear
QB P r dt
Lρ
   = + − −      
∫  (4.1) 
The constants fL  and wρ  are the latent heat of fusion and water density.  Model constant 
values are taken from Giesen and Oerlemans (2012).  Surface melt is calculated from a simplified 
surface energy balance formulation, where melt energy Q  is separated into contributions from 
net solar radiation netS  and other fluxes ψ .  Net solar radiation is a function of incoming solar 
radiation at the top of the atmosphere ,in TOAS , a scaling parameter τ , and albedo α .   
Other fluxes are defined as a function of air temperature aT , a minimum flux value minψ , and a 
flux-temperature scaling parameter c . 
This study enforces a Bayesian hierarchical model structure upon uncertain glacier 
model response parameters.    Values of r , tipT , α , τ , minψ , and c  are estimated separately 
for each glacier and treated as uncertain model parameters.  Prior distributions are defined for 
all uncertain parameters to reflect necessary parameter bounds.  Values for r  and α  reflect 
ratios between 0 and 1 and have a uniform prior distribution between these values which 
prevents samples from deviating from this range.  tipT  and τ  can take any value, positive or 
negative, and are thus given uninformative uniform prior distributions.  Values for c  and minψ  
are assumed to always be positive and negative, respectively.  A gamma distribution with large 
variance is used as the prior distributions for these parameters to ensure only reasonable values 
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 , ( , )tipT Uτ −∞ ∞  (4.4) 
 
min , (1,50)c Gψ−   (4.5) 
The joint probability distribution for parameters and observed mass balance change is 
proportional to Equation 4.6, where mass balance error is assumed to follow a normal 
distribution with constant standard deviation equal to the sample standard deviation σ  of mass 
balance values for the untreated time series. 
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         − + − −            − − + 
  
  
    
∫
∑  (4.6) 
Parameters are sampled from each posterior probability distribution using a Metropolis-
Hastings Markov Chain Monte Carlo scheme.  After a burn-in period of 25,000 iterations, 1,000 
samples are taken for each parameter, sampling every 50 iterations.  These specifications seem 
to produce stable probability distributions.  For the Metropolis-Hastings steps, values of α , r , 
c  and minψ are found using an exponential proposal distribution and a uniform random value u  
between 0 and 1.  Equation 4.7 describes the proposal step for an arbitrary parameter θ : 
 ( 1/2)( ' | ) .ug eθ θ θ −=  (4.7) 
Since parameters tipT  and τ can be positive or negative, proposal values are generated for 
these parameters using the distribution described by 
 ( ' | )g uθ θ θ δ= + . (4.8) 
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For the purposes of this study, a value of 1 for δ  produces stable posterior probability 
distributions.  In keeping with Metropolis-Hastings, each proposal value is accepted individually 
during the MCMC process at the rate described by 
 










In previous studies, glacier response parameter values are estimated from a relatively 
small number of glacier observation data sets and applied to a handful of geographic regions 
based on the glaciers available for each.  In this study, we implement an exponential 
autocorrelation structure to glacier response parameter values.  As depicted in Equation 4.10, 
this distance-based correlation Σ  structure allows us to estimate the strength of regional 
parameter correlation of the glacier model.  Covariance for glaciers parameters is modeled as a 
function of the distance d  between two glacier locations ( , ')x x  for which observational data is 
available, 
 ( , ') exp( ( , ')).x x a bd x xΣ ≈ −  (4.10) 
The a  and b  scaling parameters are estimated after the MCMC sampling process and are 
assumed to be constants.  After identifying a correlation structure, we can estimate expected 
parameter values and uncertainties for glacier for which observational data is not available. 
 Glacier parameter value uncertainty is related to the covariance structure using a simple 
kriging model.  In simple kriging, parameter values ( )xθ  at a given location x  are defined as a 
function of the global mean parameter value θ  and a Gaussian error term ( )xε  with zero 
mean and covariance as defined by a spatial correlation structure. 
 ( ) ( ),x xθ θ ε= +  (4.11) 
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 ( ) (0, ).x Nε Σ  (4.12) 
In this study, covariance ( , ')x xΣ  between glacier regions is defined as a function of distance as 
described by Equation 4.10.  Parameter values and uncertainties at any location are assumed to 
be related to observational estimates of parameter values and distances between these 
observations and the given location. 
 Simple kriging estimates parameter values and associated uncertainties at desired 
locations 0x  using the simple kriging equation system of equations using parameter values at 
known locations x .  An array of kriging weights for each observation ( )w x  are calculated as a 
function of a covariance matrix ( , )x xΣ  based on the distances between known locations and a 
covariance array 0( , )x xλ  defining covariance between all known locations and a desired 
location 0x : 
 1 0( ) ( , ) ( , ).w x x x x xλ
−= Σ  (4.13) 
Weights are related to distance from the desired location and are used to estimate expected 
glacier model parameter error from the global mean 0ˆ( )xε  along with parameter error values 
at know locations ( )xε : 
 0ˆ( ) ( ) ( ).
Tx x w xε ε=  (4.14) 
Kriging error 0ˆ( ( ))Var xε , or expected variance of actual values in relation to kriging parameter 
estimates are found as described by 
 1 10 0 0 0 0ˆ( ( )) ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) ( , )
TVar x x x x x x x x xε λ λ λ− −= − Σ , (4.15) 






Figure 4.3 - Sampled mean and standard deviations and covariance modeled covariances as a 
function of distance for observed response of NSIDC glaciers during 1952-2008 for (a) glacier 
albedo  and (b) refreeze ratio r  
 
IV. GLACIER MASS BALANCE AND SEA-LEVEL RISE MODELING UNCERTAINTY 
Glacier mass balance models in the literature tend to assume that glaciers in specified 
regions all behave similarly  Parameter values are used to represent regional glacier response.  
Analysis of the relationship between glacier distances and parameter covariance helps us 
examine this assumption. 
A. Spatial Covariance of Glacier Response 
Mean modeling parameter values of glacier albedo α  and refreeze ratio r for different 
glaciers are found to be correlated at distances up to about 2,000 km.  Figure 4.3 depicts the 
relationship between glacier distance and parameter covariance.  Values of other parameters do 
not demonstrate a strong covariance structure.  Understanding the spatial relationship between 
parameter values is important to understanding the glacier response uncertainty at locations for 





Figure 4.4 - Regional glacier model (a) albedo mean and (b) standard deviation estimated using 
simple kriging for exponential covariance structure and mean parameter values given 1952-2008 
glacier response observations 
 
Figure 4.4 demonstrates how the parameter covariance structure is reflected in 
estimates of global glacier response for the albedo α  parameter.  The covariance structure is 
mapped for other parameters in Appendix C.  Simple kriging allows us to estimate the mean and 
standard deviations of parameter values for the glacier regions identified by the RGI.  Parameter 
means reflect the values of nearby glaciers.  Glacier regions far from observational glacier data 
will have mean parameter values near the global average.  Kriging demonstrates that the spread 
of direct mass balance observations is sufficient to create distinct patterns in which some 
regions have stronger glacier responses to climate forcing than others.  Parameter standard 
deviations reflect the number of available observations nearby.  Regions with relatively few 
observations such as Northeast North America and Southwest Greenland thus have relatively 
high parameter uncertainty, while regions such as central Asia and Alaska have relatively low 
uncertainty.  Understanding model reliability is key to understanding glacier sea-level rise 
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contribution uncertainty.  It is important to consider how simulated glacier mass balance 




Figure 4.5 - (a) Observational and simulated glacier mass balance changes for NSIDC data sets 
for 1952-2008 given different cross-validation assumptions and (b) observational GRACE 
gravimetry and (c) simulated mass-balance changes for global glacier regions for 2008-2017 
 
To test the robustness of the glacier model, we perform a cross validation analysis in 
which the glacier model is trained while leaving out some glaciers or parts of the time series for 
each glacier and tested on the withheld data.  We also compare glacier model simulations for 
the entire globe to observed GRACE gravimetry changes for 2008-2017.  Figure 4.5a depicts 
kriging cross-validation simulations, where several glaciers are not used for training but are, as 
well as time cross-validation simulations where the glacier model is trained on the first 80% of 
observational data at each location and tested on the final 20%.  In all cases, simulated mass 
balance changes do not reproduce the full range of observed changes due to the year-to-year 
variability of glacier mass balance.  Modeled glacier response is more effective for simulating 
long-term trends than changes for a specific year.  In both cross-validation cases, simulated 
mass balance change has a slightly wider range of values than observed mass balance, but the 
degree of difference is minimal.  Figures 4.5b and 4.5c compare gravimetry observations of mass 
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balance changes with the output of the with global glacier model for glacier regions around the 
world the world.  Extrapolating glacier response to global scale via simple kriging succeeds in 
reproducing many regional trends of mass-balance change for 2008-2017. 
Major areas of loss occur in southwest Greenland, northeast North America, southern 
Alaska, Iceland, and even southern South America.  One notable area of disagreement between 
the glacier model and gravimetry observations is the Himalayan region, when the glacier model 
projects greater mass loss.  The greatest differences appear to be at areas of where few long-
term observations are available, and thus glacier model parameters are most uncertain.  Overall, 
the glacier model projects a more even distribution of mass loss across the globe than observed, 
perhaps reflecting uncertainty about regional differences in glacier change. 
B. Uncertainty in Glacier Sea-Level Rise Fingerprint  
We examine the rates of sea-level change at different locations across the globe due to a 
given temperature change projection using the SLE.  In this study, we consider sea-level rise 
fingerprints and associated uncertainties resulting from observed 1952 to 2008 climate changes.  
This is done using a sampling process of several steps: 
1. 1,000 samples of glacier parameter values are sampled for global glacier response 
using parameter distributions defined by kriging; 
2. Using the global time series of precipitation, temperature, and solar radiation for 
1952-2008, time series of glacier mass balance for each grid cell of glacier areas are 
estimated; 
3. Cumulative glacier LWE changes for each grid cell and convert to LWE over the entire 
area of the cell are calculated; and 
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4. Corresponding sea-level rise fingerprints for each sample of cumulative mass balance 
are found using the SLE. 
The samples of glacier sea-level rise reflect glacier sea-level rise projection uncertainty.  Figure 





Figure 4.6 - (a) Mean projection and (b) standard deviation of sampled glacier sea-level rise 
fingerprint estimated using the SLE for 1952-2008 using regional glacier response estimated 
using ordinary kriging and historical solar radiation, temperature, and precipitation forcing 
 
The magnitudes of sea-level rise predictions are close to those estimated in the 
literature, at less than 1 mm/year during this period.  In all projections, sea levels fall in the 
northern latitudes, especially near northern Russia, Greenland, and Alaska where many of the 
largest glaciers reside.  Sea-level change is less dramatic near inland glacier regions such as the 
Himalayas because the gravimetric component of the SLE is most impactful at short distances.  
The largest sea-level rise uncertainties occur near regions of high glacier melt such as Alaska, 
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Greenland, and northern Europe.  This results from the fact that melt rate uncertainty is largest 
in these regions.  Patterns of sea-level rise uncertainty near Florida and near Australia result 
from overlaps in the sea-level fingerprints of distant glaciers.  The glacier sea-level rise 
fingerprint and associated uncertainty is directly linked to regional glacier mass balance change 
uncertainty. 
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE GLACIER CONTRIBUTION TO SEA-LEVEL RISE 
In this study we have demonstrated how glacier melt driven sea-level rise and its 
associated uncertainty can be estimated using probabilistic methods.  Glacier melt response to 
climate forcing is modeled using a Bayesian hierarchical model in which glacier parameters are 
random variables.  Using a spatial covariance model, parameter values and uncertainty for 
global glacier response are defined as a function of distance from relatively sparse observational 
glacier data sets.   
Glacier mass balance change uncertainty for a given climate forcing can be estimated 
from repeated sampling from parameter distributions and estimating glacier response for 
parameter values.  Converting mass balance changes into sea-level rise projections using the SLE 
allows us to estimate glacier sea-level rise and associated uncertainty.  It is useful for the 
purposes of sea-level rise modeling to understand the relationship between sea-level rise and 












Thomas, M. & Lin, T. Probabilistic Analysis of the Ice Sheet Contribution to Sea-Level 
Rise. Nature Climate Change, in review. 
 
I. ABSTRACT 
The physical complexity of the Greenland and Antarctic ice sheets, and their responses 
to climate change, make it difficult to project the ice sheet contribution to sea-level rise.  
Process-based models allow for the simulation of ice sheet responses to climate forcing, which 
varies significantly between different ice sheet models and different realizations of a given ice 
sheet model.  Ensemble modeling provides a means of estimating ice sheet simulation 
uncertainty.  In this study, a kernel-density-based ensemble is used to analyze ice sheet 
simulation uncertainty, accounting for perturbed physics of the ISSM ice sheet model.  The 
probabilistic ensemble model allows us to estimate the relative importance of different physics 
modeling perturbations.  In conjunction with a sea-level equation solver, the ensemble helps us 
consider uncertainty related to the ice sheet mass balance contribution to sea-level rise. 
II. ICE SHEET EVOLUTION AND SEA-LEVEL RISE 
Evolution of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) and Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) has become an 
area of emphasis for climate and sea-level rise modelers.  It is unclear how best to simulate ice 
sheet physics, at least partly due to the novelty and the complexity of ice sheet modeling.  
Modeling uncertainties are reflected in the differences between ice sheet model simulations 
performed using different modeling assumptions and parameter values. 
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Only in recent years has it been possible to observe and measure changes in the 
Greenland Ice GIS and AIS and quantify their contributions to sea-level rise.  Ice sheet mass 
balance can be measured in several different ways (Shepherd et al. 2012).  Satellite 
measurements have made it possible to simulate surface mass balance (SMB) and estimate ice 
sheet velocity and topography. 
Satellite altimetry is used to measure the regional elevations of a given ice sheet, while 
satellite gravimetry, such as that carried out by NASA’s Gravity Recovery and Climate 
Experiment (GRACE), measures changes in mass more directly (Swenson 2012).  Surface mass 
balance (SMB) simulations, informed by satellite data or in situ measurements reconstruct 
changes on the surface of the ice sheet (Box 2013).  Ice sheet velocity, estimated using aerial 
measurements, provide information about the locations and intensities of solid ice flow.   
Projecting future mass-balance changes, and their impact on global and regional sea-
level rise may be handled in several ways.  The simplest way to project mass-balance change is 
probably to extrapolate or consider the acceleration of current trends such as observed 
discharge at different locations on the ice sheet (Little et al. 2013).  However, extrapolation may 
oversimplify future ice sheet response to rising temperatures.  Although it is difficult to estimate 
the likelihood of any “tipping point” scenario, a possible collapse of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet 
(WAIS) or the East Antarctic Ice Sheet (EAIS) would greatly accelerate global sea-level rise.  
Process-based ice sheet models attempt to simulate current ice sheet mass balance trends 
(Price et al. 2011) and potential future nonlinearities (Lenaerts et al. 2016). 
Most ice-sheet models include sub-models for handling SMB, solid ice flow, sub shelf 
melting, and ice sheet geometry (Hanna et al. 2013).  Most ice-sheet models include sub-models 
for handling SMB, solid ice flow, sub shelf melting, and ice sheet geometry.  SMB models 
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simulate the impact of forces such as precipitation and sublimation on the surface of the ice 
sheet, changing the spatial distribution of ice and snow mass over time.  Solid ice flow may be 
modeled at differing levels of complexity (Hanna et al. 2013), including with the Shallow Ice 
Approximation (SIA) or Shelfy Stream Approximation (SSA) and is dependent on the basal 
rheology of the ice sheet. Most process-based models include a hydrology sub model, which 
may influence the rate of ice sheet sliding in the presence of basal water.  The thermodynamic 
sub model determines the magnitude and shape of the ice sheet response to external forcing.  
Some of the most influential modeling choices involve ice sheet initialization and the ocean-ice 
interface.  Changes in ice sheets influence the state of the climate and ocean systems, such as 
through elevation and albedo changes (Vizcaino 2014), although it is difficult to simulate these 
feedbacks, especially for high resolution models. 
Within a given ice sheet model, simulation results may differ significantly depending on 
the sub-models and parameter values used.  This aspect of modeling uncertainty can be 
estimated by considering the results of many different possible physical parameterizations.  This 
is known as a Perturbed Physics Ensemble (PPE).  PPE studies of ice sheets models have 
demonstrated the importance of exploring uncertainty with respect to parameter values or sub-
model choices (Winkelmann et al. 2012, Fyke et al. 2014).  To project future sea-level rise, it is 
important to consider the distribution of mass-balance change in the AIS and GIS.  Ice sheet 
mass balance changes contribute to both global mean sea level and regional sea levels.  Mass 
changes influence the regional patterns of sea level due to rotational and gravimetric influences. 
In this study, we propose a probabilistic ensemble model for making projections of and 
analyzing the uncertainty associated with future ice sheet contributions to sea-level rise.  The 
state of the GIS or AIS is defined using ice sheet mass balance, surface mass balance, velocity, and 
elevation fields.  Ice sheet simulations associated with several physical perturbations of the ISSM 
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ice sheet model are compared with each other and with recent observations of the ice sheet state.  
A probabilistic kernel-density-based ensemble model is built to estimate the probability 
distribution of ice sheet simulations and to weight PPE members.  We examine uncertainty in ice 
sheet mass balance change and resulting sea-level rise for ice sheet model simulations. 
III. ICE SHEET OBSERVATIONAL DATA SETS AND MODELS 
To analyze uncertainty in the ice sheet contribution to sea-level rise, we must consider 
uncertainty in modeling the state of the GIS and AIS.  It is useful to compare ice sheet 
simulations to available observational data for a variety of physical fields.  Ice sheet simulation 
uncertainty is related to uncertainty in parameterizing different physical processes. 
A. Descriptive Physical Ice Sheet Fields 
Comparing ice sheet simulations and observations over a single ice sheet field is not sufficient to 
understand the performance of the simulation.  It is useful to compare simulations over several 
key ice sheet characteristics.  In this study, we consider ice sheet mass balance, SMB, 
topography, and solid ice velocity.  Table 5.1 describes how various data sets for each 
characteristic are available from different sources at different spatial and temporal resolutions.  
To compare observational data to ice sheet model simulations, all data is interpolated linearly 
onto the 2° by 2° grid on which GRACE mass balance data is available.  The mass balance grid is 
used for comparison as mass balance is the field that directly drives the ice sheet sea-level 
contribution.  As only a snapshot is available for velocity and elevation, ice sheet observations 
and simulations are compared only over 2004-2016 ice sheet field means.  Snapshot values of 






Table 5.1 – 21st century observational and reconstructed ice sheet characteristic data set spatio-
temporal coverages and resolutions 
 










0.5° Lon 2004-2016 
RACMO2.4 AIS Surface Mass Balance 
0.16° Lat, 




GIS Surface Mass Balance 
0.02° Lat, 
0.02° Lon 1840-2013 
RTopo Global 
Topography AIS, GIS Elevation 
0.04° Lat, 
0.02° Lon 2010 
MEaSUREs Data 
Records AIS Velocity 900 m 2009 
MEaSUREs Data 
Records GIS Velocity 500 m 2008 
  
Figure 5.1 depicts the characteristics of the physical fields of the GIS considered, over 
which ice sheet model simulations will be compared.  Mass balance loss for 2004-2016 is largest 
on the west and southeast parts of the ice sheet.  Surface mass balance decreases most 
significantly on the southwestern part of the ice sheet.  Surface mass balance slightly increases 
along the ocean ice interface, especially in the west and the northeast.  Elevation in the GIS is 
highest in the center of the ice sheet and is relatively high toward the southeast.  Several key 
regions of solid ice flow are apparent for the GIS.  Distinct patterns appear in the northeast and 






Figure 5.1 - Observational data fields for Greenland and (a) mass balance change in mm LWE, (b) 
surface mass balance change in mm LWE, (c) elevation in m above sea level, and (d) surface 
velocity in m/year 
 
 Figure 5.2 depicts ice sheet characteristics for the AIS.  Mass balance loss seems to be 
highly concentrated in the WAIS, with much smaller positive and negative trends at other places 
on the ocean-ice interface.  Surface mass balance also decreases at the WAIS but shows similar 
magnitudes of positive and negative change around the coast.  Elevation for the AIS is 
concentrated in the East.  AIS velocity is highest at two eastern locations that correspond with 







Figure 5.2 – Observational data fields for Antarctica and (a) mass-balance change in mm LWE, 
(b) surface-mass-balance change in mm LWE, (c) elevation in m above sea level, and (d) surface 
velocity in m/year 
 
B. Ice Sheet Modeling and Physical Perturbations 
Several process-based ice sheet models have been designed to simulate ice sheet 
changes over time, including the Ice Sheet System Model (ISSM) (Larour et al. 2012), Community 
Ice Sheet Model (CISM) (Lipscomb et al. 2009), Parallel Ice Sheet Model (PISM) (Aschwanden et 
al. 2012), and Simulation COde for POLythermal Ice Sheets (SICOPOLIS) (Greve & Hutter 1995).  
Appendix D of this dissertation compares the construction of different ice sheet models.  In this 
study, we focus on simulations of the ISSM, a finite element model from the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory which uses no hydrology model, has a fixed ice sheet to ocean interface, and 
assimilates the simulation to observations of present-day velocity. 
In this study, we perform a PPE for the ISSM by changing a subset of ISSM modeling 
assumptions.  Specifically, we test ice sheet resolution of 10 km and 40 km, the simple SIA ice 
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flow equation and the SSA equation that defines a full friction field, and assumptions of a fully 
estimated basal rheology and a constant rheology across the ice sheet.  Although some 
modeling choices suggest more complexity than their counterpart, it is not obvious that a more 
complex model will produce better results over a simulation of the entire GIS or AIS. 
 Figure 5.3 depicts the ratio of ice sheet field values in modeling GIS sheet given the use 
of different model resolution, ice sheet flow rules, and rheology assumptions.  The greatest 
differences seem to result from resolution and flow rule changes.  Higher resolutions and more 
complex flow rules create a different pattern of surface mass balance in the northeast.  More 
simple models may not be able to account for subtle patterns of mass change apparent in the 
observational data set.  A similar effect is apparent in the elevation field of the AIS.  More 




Figure 5.3- ISSM PPE simulation field ratios of (a,d,g,j) 10 km mesh to 40 km mesh resolution, 
(b,e,h,k) SIA to SSA flow rules, and (c,f,I,l) complex to simple rheology physical parametrizations 






Figure 5.4 - ISSM PPE simulation field ratios of (a,d,g,j) 10 km mesh to 40 km mesh resolution, 
(b,e,h,k) SIA to SSA flow rules, and (c,f,I,l) complex to simple rheology physical parametrizations 
of 2003-2012 AIS (a,b,c) mass-balance, (d,e,f) SMB, (g,h,i) elevation, and (j,k,l) surface velocity 
 
Figure 5.4 depicts the same ice sheet field ratios for AIS modeling given the same 
modeling choices.  As with GIS, model resolution and flow rule have the largest impact on ice 
sheet simulation.  Higher resolution and more complex flow rule lead to more complex surface 
mass balance fields.  These choices also create significantly higher AIS elevations throughout the 
ice sheet and seem to increase ice sheet velocity at several outlet locations.  Regional ice sheet 
rheology also leads to greater elevation in the AIS.  Resolution and rheology complexity both 
have smaller effects at the lowest elevations, where velocity is highest. 
Ice sheet contributions to sea-level rise are analyzed using solutions to the SLE, which 
considers the gravitational and rotational impact of mass-balance change on regional sea levels.  
In this study, we use a SLE solver adapted from a finite element solver created by Adhikari et al. 
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(2016).  Different patterns of mass balance change in each ice sheet influence patterns of sea-
level rise.  Ice sheet projection uncertainties influence both the magnitude and shape of future 
sea-level rise. 
IV. KERNEL DENSITY ICE SHEET ENSEMBLE MODEL 
This study explores a kernel-density-based probabilistic model for an ensemble of ice 
sheet model simulations.  The ice sheet simulation space is quantified using simulations of the 
ISSM model, which are weighted by their efficacy in replicating the observed state of the ice 
sheets.  Relative likelihoods of different ice sheet states are related to their distances from 
ensemble simulations and their relative weights.  Weighting ice sheet simulations allows us also 
to weight the patterns of sea-level rise resulting from such simulations and estimate ice sheet 
sea-level rise uncertainty. 
A. Bayesian Hierarchical Ice Sheet Model Ensemble 
We can estimate uncertainty about ice sheet simulation using a multi-model or 
perturbed physics ensemble.  Many ensemble strategies assume a known probability 
distribution for the model simulation space, treating different models as samples from this 
distribution.  Assuming a specific probability distribution for an ice sheet model ensemble is 
difficult, especially if we consider the state of the ice sheet as a high-dimensional combination of 
several physical fields.  A better way to model the uncertainty of ice sheet simulation may be 
using a kernel density model.  This type of distribution defines an ice sheet simulation’s 
likelihood based on its distance from simulations used to create the ensemble.  
In this study, we define the probability density of a location x  in the ice sheet space as a 
Gaussian kernel density function based on an ensemble of perturbed-physics or multi-model 
simulations, each of which have an associated bandwidth mnω , related to model m  and 
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perturbed-physics n  simulations considered.  M  and  N  are the number of models and 
perturbed-physics simulations used, respectively.  The actual state of the ice sheet is assumed to 
be reflected in this distribution.  As depicted in Equation 5.1, probability is related to the 
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∑∑  (5.1) 
For the purposes of this study, we consider only 8N =  perturbed physics simulations of 
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∑  (5.2) 
Considering a set of different ice sheet models probably would give us a better idea of overall 
ice sheet modeling.  If multiple models are used, however, it would be possible to use a larger 
set of perturbed-physics samples from one model, skewing probability density toward that 
model.  
Notably, probability in this model is only related to the distance ( , )nD x X  from 
simulations.  In this study, distance is defined using the four ice sheet fields of mass balance, 
surface mass balance, velocity, and elevation.  Since these fields all operate on different 
magnitudes of values, distance is normalized as described in Equation 5.3 over I  values, 
covering all ice sheet grid points for each physical field, based on observed values at each point 
for each field.   
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This means that distances effectively reflect a ratio of total parameter values.  It is possible that 
Euclidean distance is not the most effective way to measure distance, but consideration of 
complicating factors such as correlations between ice sheet fields or the relative importance of 
different regions are outside the scope of this study. 
In this study, we allow the kernel bandwidth associated with each model to be have a 
different value.  This is done by defining the kernel density model using a Bayesian hierarchical 
model, where bandwidths nω  are uncertain.  The prior distribution for each nω  is assumed to 
be an uninformative Gamma distribution as depicted in Equation 5.4, where 0.1a b= = . 
 ( , )n Ga a bω   (5.4) 
This distribution assumes a mean value of 1 and a variance of 10.  For any given set of nω  
values, the joint density of the hierarchical model, given a set of observational ice sheet fields 
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∑∏∏ . (5.5) 
The joint density can consider a time series of observations of length T .  In this study, we are 
limited to a single available mean reflective of the 2004-2016 periods due to limited data 
availability for ice sheet velocity and elevation. 
Posterior distribution samples of nω  are found using a Metropolis-Hastings Markov 
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.  Over many iterations, proposal values 'nω  for each nω  
 2
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= ∑  (5.3) 
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are found using the distribution of Equation 5.6, which uses a uniform distribution value u  
between 0 and 1 to increase or decrease nω  while keeping it between 0 and ∞ . 
 ( ' | ) exp( 0.5)n n ng uω ω ω= −  (5.6) 

















For each MCMC iteration, all N values of nω are updated separately.  For the purposes of this 
study, saving values every 50 iterations after a burn-in period of 25,000 iterations seems to 
produce stable probability distributions.  1,000 samples are taken this way for each ISSM PPE 
simulation. 
For a single observational data point under the given kernel density model, the mean of 
each nω  distribution will approach the distance between ensemble members and reality 
0( , )nD X X , as this will maximize probity density at 0X  under the Gaussian kernel assumption.  
This means that simulations closer to reality will contribute relatively sharp kernels to the 
overall simulation space density.  Density at any given location will be related to its distance 
from ensemble simulation outputs and the distance of those simulations from reality.  It makes 
sense for density to reflect both closeness to observations and closeness to available 
simulations.  For a set of locations relative likelihood of a given location nx  compared to a set of 


















This can be useful for comparing relative likelihoods of different simulation outputs. 
B. Ice Sheet Model Ensemble Weighting 
Analysis of ice sheet simulation weights is useful for the probabilistic characterization of 
future ice sheet related sea-level rise.  Tables 5.2 and 5.3 depict estimated relative weights of 
different assumptions in the joint posterior distribution of the probabilistic ice sheet ensemble 
model.  Appendix D of this dissertation includes prior and posterior model weight comparisons.  
Overall, different assumptions appear to have limited impacts on ice sheet response, perhaps 
due to focusing our analysis over 2002-2013, for which ice sheet forcing is known.  The short 
time scale allows for limited evolution, constrained by known surface mass-balance changes. 
 
Table 5.2 - Perturbed physics posterior kernel-density ensemble member weights for ISSM 
Greenland PPE simulations of 2003-2012 ice sheet field mass-balance, SMB, surface velocity, 
and elevation evolution as compared to observational and reconstructed ice sheet fields 
 

















As it may be useful to explore the relative distances between ice sheet models and 
observational data sets, Figure 5.5 depicts Sammon’s maps for AIS and GIS simulations.  A 
Sammon’s map (Scherbaum et al. 2010) visualizes the distances between number of high-
dimensional data points on a two-dimensional plot by considering the Euclidean distances 




Table 5.3 - Perturbed physics posterior kernel-density ensemble member weights for ISSM  
Antarctica PPE simulations of 2003-2012 ice sheet field mass-balance, SMB, surface velocity, and 
elevation evolution as compared to observational and reconstructed ice sheet fields 
 


















Figure 5.5 - Sammons mapping distances between observational data (O) and ice sheet 
simulations of (a) GIS and (b) AIS given (R1) 10 km resolution, (R2) 40 km resolution, (F1) SIA 
flow rule, (F2) SSA flow rule, (H1) regional rheology, and (H2) constant rheology 
 
For GIS, higher resolution ice sheet models appear to perform better than lower 
resolution models, probably reflecting their ability to simulate high resolution solid ice streams 
more accurately.  The SIA flow rule is also relatively likely for GIS and especially AIS, suggesting 
that a more complex flow rule and associated variable friction fields contributes to significantly 
better simulation of ice sheet evolution.  The use of regional rheology fields has a similar effect.  
Higher resolutions and more complex physical parametrizations seem to have a slight 
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compounding effect, perhaps suggesting that more complex physical models are more capable 
alongside higher resolutions. 
C. Ice Sheet Sea-Level Rise Fingerprints 
Simulations of mass-balance change allow us to estimate the probability density of sea-
level rise.  Mass-balance change fields are converted to sea-level rise fingerprints using an SLE 
solver.  Figures 5.6 and 5.7 depict ice sheet-related sea-level rise fingerprints for ensembles of 
ice sheet simulations incorporating each PPE modeling assumption for mass balance change 
during the 2002-2013 period.  During this period, mass-balance changes are somewhat 
constrained by SMB observations used to force ISSM simulations.  Greater differences between 




Figure 5.6 - GIS 2002 to 2013 sea-level rise fingerprints estimated using the SLE for weighted PPE 
subset means of simulations performed using only (a) SIA models, (b) SSH models, (c) 10 km 
resolution, (d) 40 km resolution, (e) regional rheology, and (f) constant rheology 
 
The shape of GIS and AIS fingerprints are largely what we would expect, with sea level 
falling slightly near the locations of greatest mass loss and rising further away from those 
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locations.  It is notable that in the GIS fingerprints, sea-level also falls near northern Asia 
because this location is relatively close to mass loss in the northern part of the GIS, across from 
the north pole.  This suggests that significant mass loss is simulated by ISSM in the north-eastern 
part of GIS during the modeled period.  Uncertainty in the ice sheet fingerprints is relatively high 
near the locations of GIS mass loss.  This is not surprising, since the SLE dictates that sea level 




Figure 5.7 - AIS 2002 to 2013 sea-level rise fingerprints estimated using the SLE for weighted PPE 
subset means of simulations performed using only (a) SIA models, (b) SSH models, (c) 10 km 
resolution, (d) 40 km resolution, (e) regional rheology, and (f) constant rheology 
 
AIS contributions to sea level are several times larger than those for GIS in the ISSM 
simulations.  Mass loss is focused in two locations on the ice sheet, the WAIS and the EAIS.  This 
follows general observations of historical AIS contributions to sea level.  The magnitude of mass 
loss is greater in the WAIS, causing a relatively large sea-level impact nearby.  Due to the 
properties of the SLE, which accounts for rotation as well as mass loss, AIS impact is highly 
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focused at very low latitudes.  As with the GIS, uncertainty in the sea-level standard deviation is 
highest nearby the locations of major mass loss, where the SLE impact is largest. 
V. UNCERTAINTY IN THE ICE SHEET CONTRIBUTION TO SEA-LEVEL RISE 
In this study, we explore a kernel-density-based probabilistic ensemble model for 
comparing simulations of GIS and AIS.  Uncertainty in ice sheet simulation is explored using a 
PPE of the ISSM and choices with respect to ice dynamics, solid ice flow, and resolution.  The 
probabilistic ensemble allows ice sheet simulations to have weighted influences on the 
probability density of the simulation space, influencing the relative weights of different 
simulations.  Model weights are associated with distances between simulations and snapshots 
of four ice sheet fields obtained from different sources.  Considering multiple aspects of ice 
sheet physics helps us analyze overall modeling ability. 
 Ice sheet simulations are translated into future ice sheet projections for any given 
model input.  Mass-balance change is converted to patterns of sea-level rise using a sea-level 
equation solver.  Probability distributions of sea-level rise allow us to quantify an important 




CHAPTER 6 – MODELING GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS RATES AND ASSESSING CLIMATE 
AGREEMENTS EFFICACY TO UNDERSTAND CLIMATE FORCING UNCERTAINTY 
 
Adapted from: 
Thomas, M. & Lin, T. Modeling Greenhouse Gas Emissions Rates and Assessing Climate 




Uncertainty about future climate change depends highly on uncertainty regarding rates 
of greenhouse gas emissions.  Here we introduce an emissions model based on historical 
emissions data to assess the impact of climate policy and the likelihood of future climate forcing 
scenarios.  Country emissions rates grow exponentially, reflecting trends of economic and 
population growth, and are strongly correlated over time and with each other.  We evaluate 
implementation of the Kyoto Protocol to estimate efficacy of the Paris Agreement. Emissions 
projections made using Paris Agreement targets suggest that the Shared Socioeconomic 
Pathways are more likely than previous forcing pathway sets such as Special Report on 
Emissions Scenarios and the Representative Concentration Pathways.  Implementation of the 
Paris Agreement aligns with much lower likelihoods of high emissions growth scenarios, 
highlighting the importance of adherence to emissions reduction efforts.  Quantifying emissions 
uncertainty facilitates ensemble analysis of future climate change uncertainty. 
II. GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS AND CLIMATE FORCING 
Climate change is driven by natural forcing factors, such as solar irradiance and volcanic 
aerosol forcing, and anthropogenic forcing factors, such as atmospheric greenhouse gas and 
aerosol concentrations (IPCC 2013).  The largest forcing factor, the impact of greenhouse gas 
emissions, is also the most uncertain, as it depends on difficult-to-predict future socio-economic 
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changes (IPCC 2013).  If we aim to effectively mitigate or adapt to climate change, it is important 
to understand this aspect of forcing uncertainty (Paté-Cornell 1996; Arndt et al. 2014). 
Direct greenhouse gas emissions projection methods, based on economic indicators 
(Antanasijević et al. 2014), remain limited to the very short term.  Although physical constraints, 
such as those due to fossil fuel availability, may create bounds to future emissions (Zecca & 
Chiari 2012), direct long-term emissions projections rely on assumptions about unpredictable 
long-term economic, technological, and policy change.  To better understand greenhouse gas 
emission uncertainty, climate researchers have developed emissions scenarios using Interactive 
Assessment Models (IAMs) (Meinshausen et al. 2011).  The most popular of these scenarios are 
the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) SRES (Nakicenovic 2000), the RCPs 
(Meinshausen et al. 2011), and more recently the SSPs (Ebi et al. 2013; van Vuuren & Carter 
2013).  
Scenario projections span a range of possible magnitudes, including strong mitigation 
scenarios, moderate scenarios, and business-as-usual scenarios with rapid emissions rate 
growth.  Projections outside of this range are considered extremely unlikely (IPCC 2013).  Such 
projections can be placed into a relatively small group of families (van Vuuren et al. 2012), 
representing alternate narratives about future socio-economic change (van Vuuren & Carter 
2013; O’Neill et al. 2015).  Climate experiments often use scenario data but rarely consider the 
likelihoods of the scenarios considered.  The best sources of information for predicting scenario 
likelihood may be international climate agreements and future emissions targets. 
Climate policy is one of the largest contributing factors to global and regional climate 
change uncertainty (Monier et al. 2014).  In recent years, climate agreements, such as the Kyoto 
Protocol (UNFCCC 1998), the Copenhagen Accord (Rogelj et al. 2010), and the Paris Agreement 
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(UNFCCC 2016), have been created with the goal of limiting the effects of global warming 
(Randalls 2010).  However, the ultimate impact of a given policy or target is difficult to predict 
(Drouet et al. 2015), and different emissions scenarios may result from a given set of actions 
(Meinshausen et al. 2006, 2009).  Additionally, as most climate agreements to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions are non-binding, proposed actions and actual actions may differ.  
Uncertainty about the climate response to actual policy adds an additional level of uncertainty 
(Webster et al. 2003). 
In this study, an emissions model is explored which reflects the emissions rate growth 
trends of different countries, temporal and country-by-country emissions variability, and the 
impact of climate agreements.  We aim to determine the extent to which emissions targets 
impact future emissions rates for participating countries.  The model uses historical emissions 
rates and climate agreement emissions targets to improve understanding of the relative 
likelihoods of different emissions scenarios from the literature.  Quantifying scenario likelihood 
provides a way to quantify overall emissions and climate forcing uncertainty. 
III. HISTORICAL EMISSIONS AND FUTURE SCENARIO DATA 
The historical emissions data used in this study is taken from a World Resources 
Institute (WRI 2014) reconstruction of emissions rates from 1850 to 2012 for 184 countries.  
Emissions rates are defined for energy emissions, a significant majority of overall emissions and 
a strong indicator of overall emissions trends.  We focus on countries with emissions rates of 
greater than 100 MtCO2/year, as of 2012, which combined account for over 90% of global 
emissions. 
This study also uses country emissions targets specified by the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC 
1998), and Paris Agreements (UNFCCC 2016), in which 39 and 148 countries, respectively, set 
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targets.  Appendix E of this dissertation includes specific emissions targets for each country 
considered in this study.  For the Kyoto Protocol, country emissions targets were defined for a 
given target year as a ratio of the emissions rates for a baseline year.  In the Paris Agreement, 
countries also have set targets relative to a “business-as-usual” scenario or have set target years 
for emissions to reach peak rates.  Some countries in the Paris Agreement have submitted both 
unconditional emissions targets and conditional targets that are dependent on receiving 
international support.  The efficacy of the Copenhagen Accord (Rogelj et al. 2010) is not 
considered because of a lack of emissions data for that implementation period. 
The emissions model is used to consider the likelihoods of existing climate forcing 
scenarios.  These literature emissions pathways, including SRES, RCP, and SSP represent a wide 
range of possible future socio-economic changes and emissions rates.  We consider only a set of 
representative scenarios from these groups.  For the SRES, we consider the typical A1, A2, B1, 
and B2 scenarios as projected by the MESSAGE IAM.  All RCPs are considered.  SSPs projected by 
the MESSAGE IAM and SSP5 are considered.  In this study, literature scenario emissions 
projections are converted into units of MtCO2e/year using standard 100-year global warming 
potential ratios (IPCC 2013) which allow the impacts of different greenhouse gases to be 
compared. 
IV. THE EMISSIONS RATE GROWTH MODEL 
Understanding historical trends of growth for the emission rates of different countries 
can help us understand how rates may change in the future.  We explore a model for emissions 
rate growth.  The emissions rate growth model is expanded to address inter-country and 
temporal emissions rate correlation. 
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A. Periodic Exponential Growth of Emissions Rates 
Historical data suggests that emission rates tend to grow exponentially over time.  This 
is not surprising, as emissions rates are strongly related to the economy and population of a 
country (Antanasijević et al. 2014), which historically have also grown exponentially.  The time 
series for a given country can often be divided into distinct periods with different exponential 
growth rates, with rates generally decreasing over time.  We can see these changepoints in 
Figure 6.1, which depicts historical emissions in log scale for a representative set of countries 
with high emissions rates in the current era.  Historical emissions modeling for the remainder of 
considered countries is available in Appendix E of this dissertation.  Changepoints are especially 
apparent in the emissions of Canada, India, Japan, Mexico, and the United States.  Emissions 
rate change can be modeled as 
 ( ) ( )c cp cp cE t tα γ τ ε= + + , (6.1) 
where ( )cE t  is the emissions rate for country c  at time t  in log scale, cpγ  represents the 
historical growth rate of the emissions rate for country c  during period p , τ  defines the 
number of years that have passed in the current period, cpα  represents the expected emissions 
rate for country c  at the beginning of the current period, and ( )c tε  represents emissions rate 
growth model error for country c  at year t . 
To incorporate different emissions exponential growth rate growth periods for each 
country, we implement an iterative method for detecting changepoints (Lai 1995).  First, in log 
scale, we fit the growth rate model described by Equation 6.1 to the historical emissions time 
series for each country, assuming one growth rate for the entire time series, and calculate the 
Mean Square Error (MSE) for each fit.  For each country, we estimate the maximum reduction in 
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MSE possible by adding a single changepoint, considering all possible years in the time series as 
potential changepoints.  If MSE is reduced by at least 35%, the changepoint which minimizes 
MSE is selected.  This process is repeated, considering all combinations of locations for adding 
an additional changepoint, until it is not possible to reduce MSE by 35%.  The MSE reduction 
criteria prevents the model from continuously increasing in complexity and overfitting the data 




Figure 6.1 - Historical emissions rates from 1850 to 2012, model reconstructions of historical 
emissions, given identified changepoints, and residual bars for the 11 largest emitters plotted in 




Figure 6.1 depicts modeled historical emissions rate growth for countries with the 
largest present-day greenhouse gas emissions rates.  In the emissions growth rate model, 
growth rate is assumed to be constant over different time periods, but may increase or decrease 
at changespoints in the historical time series.  The emissions rate growth trajectories of different 
types of countries seem to reflect country characteristics.  Developed countries such as Canada, 
Germany, Japan, the United Kingdom, and the United States have relatively low emissions rate 
growth rates in the current period.  Developing Asian countries such as China, India, and South 
Korea have relatively high rates of emissions rate growth in the current period, while Brazil, 
Mexico, and Saudi Arabia have more complex time series.  Overall, growth rates decrease at 
over 85% of estimated changepoints, perhaps reflecting social and economic changes related to 
the development of more modernized economies. 
The number of changepoints in each country’s emissions rate history reflects the choice 
in model sensitivity for identifying changepoints.  For instance, the dip in Russian emissions 
around 1920 is large enough to be identified as two different emissions rate growth rate 
periods, but would be identified as emissions rate variability by a less sensitive changepoint 
model.  The current period emissions rate growth rates for some countries such as Russia and 
Ukraine are negative, probably reflecting economic changes resulting from the dissolution of the 
Soviet Union.  Since this change occurred relativley recently, it is difficult to know if the negative 
growth rates represent long term trends or typical emissions rate variability. 
B. Spatio-Temporal Emissions Rate Uncertainty 
The error term ( )c tε  of the emissions rate growth model depicted in Equation 6.1 is 
modeled as a random variable.  As depicted in Figure 6.1, model errors tend to fluctuate 
between positive and negative values much less frequently than would be expected in 
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temporally uncorrelated data.  Additionally, error patterns for some country pairs, such as the 
United States and Canada, have very similar shapes, suggesting strong potential correlations in 
country-by-country error.  The vector of emissions rate growth model error across all countries 
( )c tε  is defined as described in Equation 6.2 as a Gaussian random variable with mean 
( 1)c tεΦ −  and covariance Σ , 
 ( ) ( ( 1), )t N tε εΦ − Σ . (6.2) 
Temporal correlation is defined as a first order autoregressive (AR1) process, and Φ  is a vector 
of AR1 parameters across countries.  The median value of Φ  for the 37 highest emitting 
countries is 0.827.  Such a high correlation value suggests that temporal correlation is an 
important factor in understanding year-to-year emissions rate error. 
Figure 6.2 depicts the observed correletion of emissions rate residuals for country pairs 
after accounting for temporal correlation.  The correlations estimated are much higher than we 
would expect from uncorrelated residual time series.  The strongest pattern of correlation is 
that between a block of countries including all Western European nations considered and other 
countries such as the United States, Canada, South Africa, Argentina, and Venezuela.  Some 
major Asian countries: Japan, South Korea, Thailand, and Malaysia form their own block, which 
also has fairly strong correlation with the block of Western economies.  Other observable blocks 
include an Eastern Eurpean block including Kazakhstan, Russia, and Ukraine, and a Middle 
Eastern block consisting of Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and the United Arab Emirates.  These latter two 
blocks show negative correlation with the former two.  Other strong possitive correlations, such 
as those between Algeria and Indonesia or Pakistan and Vietnam, are difficult to explain and 
may reflect randomness in the data.  Interestingly, Brazil, China, and India show no especially 






Figure 6.2 - Country-by-country correlations in temporally adjusted model residual time series 
( )c tε  from historical emissions rate data 
 
It is not surprising that emissions residuals would show strong correlations between 
countries, as events that impact the economy or population of one country may reasonably be 
expected to impact that country’s neighbors, allies, or economic partners.  The economic 
recession of 2008, for example, appears to have impacted the time series of many countries.  
Between 2009 and 2012, 25 of the 37 major emitters produced lower greenhouse gas emissions 
rates than predicted by the emissions model.  In an increasingly globalized economy, we might 
reasonably expect emissions residual correlation to continue, or even increase.  Temporal and 
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country-by-country correlation patterns result in greater global emissions variability than 
expected from uncorrelated emissions rates. 
V. ACCURACY OF EMISSIONS RATE PROJECTIONS 
Use of the emissions model for understanding future climate forcing relies on the 
reliability of the model for estimating future emissions rates.  Cross-validation analysis allows us 
to estimate the reliability of the emissions model.  Analysis of historical international climate 
agreements can help us understand how future agreements may affect emissions rates.  Such 
analysis facilitates the estimation of relative emissions scenario likelihoods. 
A. Emissions Model Cross-Validation 
To  estimate the reliability of the emissions model in making future projections of 
emissions rates, a cross-validation analysis was performed.  To perform the analysis, the 
emissions model was trained using historical data up to 1860.  Then country and global model 
projection errors were estimate for forecasts 5, 10, 15, and 20 years beyond the final training 
year.  Only eight counties have emissions rate data before 1860.  This process was repeated 14 
times, increasing the training data set by 10 years each iteration and using countries for which 
sufficient data is available.  To account for expected emissions rate decay due to changepoints, 
growth rates cpγ  for cross-validation projections are decreased by 0.0013 each year, an amount 
estimated over analysis of emissions rates for all countries.   
Figure 6.3 depicts the cross-validation process for historical emissions of the United 
States and estimated model reliability 5, 10, 15, and 20 years into the future for United States 
emissions and the global sum of emissions.  Estimated reliability for other countries is available 
in Appendix E of this dissertation.  The United States cross validation analysis depicts the 
principle limitation of the emissions model.  When training ends at 1870, 1950, or 1990, 
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modeled emissions rate growth follows observed trends.  When training ends at 1910, the 
model is not able to detect an apparent changepoint at 1907, causing it to project much higher 
emissions rates than those observed. 
As emissions rate growth trends can change dramatically at changepoints, the emissions 
rate growth model will be less reliable near changepoints.  To help account for the fact that 
emissions rate growth tends to decrease over time in the form of changepoints, we apply a 
changepoint correction to future emissions rate projections that decreases emissions growth 
rates by the yearly average expected due to changepoints in the historical time series of the 37 
greatest emitting countries.  For all training end years, the changepoint correction improves 
projection accuracy for the United States in the short term, but eventually creates a large decay 
trend, especially for many developed countries, which have relatively low growth rates over 
much of the historical time series. 
 
Figure 6.3 - (a,b,d,e) 20-year cross-validation fits for historical emissions rates of the United 
States for training up to 1870, 1910, 1950, and 1990 respectively and kernel density plots of 




The correction works effectively for the 20-year periods over which we analyze model 
reliability.  Projections for the United States and global emissions rates are close to unbiased.  As 
we might expect, the model becomes less reliable as it projects emissions rates further and 
further into the future, reflecting the large impact of changepoints on reliability and the 
difficulty of fitting exponential growth rates on limited data.  Model projections are slightly 
more reliable for global emissions than the emissions of an individual country, although global 
variability remains high due to the influence of the largest emitters and correlations between 
the residuals of different countries.  Emissions model projections provide a quantitative 
structure for estimating the relative likelihoods of future emissions rates. 
B. Emissions Rate Climate Agreement Efficacy Model 
Future emissions rates may depend as much on future climate policy as on current 
trends of economic, population, and emissions rate growth.  Although many countries have 
proposed greenhouse gas emissions targets in recent years, such targets are not always met.  In 
the emissions model, we define full compliance with a country’s own emissions target is defined 
as the linear change in emissions rate growth rate cpγ  necessary to hit a target emissions rate 
value by a target year.  For instance, for Canada to have hit its emissions target specified under 
the Kyoto Protocol (UNFCCC 1998), it would have needed to decrease its emissions rate growth 
rate 𝛾𝛾𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 from reflecting a yearly 2.7% increase at 2005 to a yearly 10.4% decrease by 2012.  This 
linear change is defined by 
 




γ γ κ −= +  while 0 a at t T≤ − ≤ , and 






where acκ  is a constant associated with a given climate agreement a  for country c , defining 
the necessary linear growth rate reduction for a country to hit its target, aw defines the 
proportion of the acκ  reduction we expect to actually occur based on observed historical 
compliance, at  is the year in which the climate agreement a  begins, and aT  is the number of 
years over which an agreement is in effect.  The climate agreement impact is defined in this way 
to be consistent with the incremental progress we might expect from policy forces, such as 
regulation, carbon trading, or carbon sinks, that are generally proposed to reduce emissions. 
Several countries participating in the Kyoto Protocol, specifically Russia, Ukraine, and 
the Czech Republic, were not considered in the analysis of emissions target efficacy.  These 
countries set targets which were higher than their emissions rates at the beginning of 
implementation of the Kyoto Protocol, and which the emissions model projects they would not 
exceed, even in the absence of any emissions reduction efforts.  These countries would actually 
need to increase emissions rate growth to hit their proposed targets and are thus not compared 
to countries proposing actual reductions in emissions rates or emissions rate growth. 
Figure 6.4 depicts the apparent impact of the Kyoto Protocol on all countries which 
proposed emissions targets less than would be expected under the base emissions model.  The 
figure is adjusted for temporal correlation, so that the difference between observed emissions 
and those expected by the base model reflects growth relative to 2004 rates.  Overall, Kyoto 
participants with usable emissions targets saw a 6.2% decrease in emissions rates from 2004 to 
2012, compared with a 24.8% increase for non participants.  This is a noticeable change, even 
after accounting for the fact that the participating countries were largely western countries with 





Figure 6.4 - Comparison of observed emissions rates, emissions rates projected by the 
greenhouse gas emissions rate growth model, adjusting for temporal correlation with model 
error at 2004, and expected rates given full compliance with Kyoto Protocol emissions targets as 
defined by Equations 6.3 and 6.4 
 
Climate agreement efficacy aw  is estimated to be 0.89, meaning that yearly emissions 
rate differences from expected emissions if there were no agreement between 2004 and 2012 
were on average 89% of those expected given climate agreement emissions targets.  All 
participating countries saw lower than expected emissions rates between 2004 and 2012.  
However, emissions rates for many countries were relatively steady compared to expected 
emissions rate decay.  This may reflect a trend that is not captured by the emissions and climate 
agreement models,  such as an unidentified changepoint in emissions rate growth, or that the 
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climate agreement was able to prevent emissions rate growth, but not effectively create a 
decrease in emissions rates. 
C. Forcing Scenario Likelihoods 
Using the emissions model and emissions targets specified by the Paris Agreement 
(UNFCCC 2016) and expected agreement efficacy aw , we can project future emissions rate 
growth and future emissions rate uncertainty.  As not all countries have set emissions targets at 
this time, we apply the changepoint correction used in cross-validation to future projections of 
non-participating countries.  As many countries have specified both unconditional emissions 
targets and conditional emissions targets, which are only to be carried out with full international 
support, we consider these scenarios seperately in our analysis.  As the emissions model 
decreases in efficacy with the distance of projections, and because the Paris Agreement 
specifies most emissions targets for 2030, we focus on projections up until 2030. 
In this study, we compare emissions rates and emissions uncertainty projections for 
each country with the most commonly used literature emissions scenarios: the SRES, RCPs, and 
SSPs.  Our cross-validation analysis provides an empirical estimate of model projection 
uncertainty.  Figure 6.5 depicts the single standard deviation range of future emissions as 
calculated by the generated emissions pathways compared to existing literature emissions 
scenarios. 
Emissions model projections for Paris Agreement implementation, and non-
implementation scenarios differ significantly.  In the early years of the emissions rate grwoth 
model projection, before most countries plan to implement Paris Agreement goals, emissions 
rate growth continues at rates consistent with the end of the implementation period for the 
Kyoto Protocol, where the largest emitters, including the United States and China, have not set 
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emissions rate reduction targets.  During the period of comparison, SRES and RCP projections , 
with the exception of RCP 8.5, are considerably lower than emissions model projections, largely 
due to underestimating emissions rate growth between 2000 and 2012.  This will limit the 
efficacy of these scenarios for making reasonable future climate projections.  In comparison, the 
emissions rate growth model did not over or underestimate global emissions rates by more than 




Figure 6.5 - (a) Expected global emissions projections and associated standard deviation bounds 
estimated using the emissions model given no implementation of the Paris Agreement, 
implementation of conditional agreement targets, and implementation of unconditional 
emissions targets, compared with (b) SRES, (c) RCP, and (d) SSP literature emissions scenarios 
 
With no implementation of Paris, global emissions rates continue to grow steadily 
throughout the rest of the century, diverging greatly from all literature emissions scenarios.  For 
conditional and unconditional implementation of the Paris Agreement, emissions rates reach a 
local maximum by 2022 due to significant emissions reductions by the largest emitters.  
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Although differences between conditional and unconditional emissions targets are large for 
many countries, the difference between these scenarios is small globally, reflecting the fact that 
the largest emitters have not proposed conditional emissions goals.  Long-term emissions 
projections of Paris implementation show global emissions rates rising again after 2030 due to 
continued exponential emissions rate growth for non-participating countries.  Such projections 
are unable to account for future agreements beyond the Paris Agreement or physical 
constraints to long-term emissions. 
We estimate the relative likelihood of each literature scenario by calculating the 
likelihoods of global scenario projections for the years 2020 and 2030 given the emipirically 
estimated projection uncertainty.  These years were chosen to reflect the length of the Paris 
Agreement, beyond which projections have no basis for the impact of climate policy, and the 
years for which literature scenario data is available.  Equation 6.5 describes the simple likelihood 
calculation for each literature scenario 
 ( | ) ( ( ) | ( ))i i
i
P S M P S t M t∝ ∏ , (6.5) 
where for each scenario S , its relative likelihood according to the emissions model M , 
( | )P S M , is proportional to the likelihoods of the observed global emissions rates S  at 
comparison years it , as estimated from the empirical distribution of future projections of the 
emissions model.   In this study, it  corresponds to the years 2020 and 2030.   
Table 1 depicts the estimated relative likelihoods of SRES, RCP, and SSP emissions 
scenarios.  The most likely SRES and RCP scenarios given implementation or non-
implementation of the Paris Agreement are the highest emissions scenarios.  RCP 8.5 for 
example, is by far the most likely RCP.  Although early 21st century emissions rates only reflect a 
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fraction of the long-term differences between emissions scenarios, it is difficult to argue 
statistically that moderate emissions scenarios are more likely than high emissions scenarios, 
given the lack of observable progress in moderating global emissions rate growth.  There is 
relatively little differentiation between SSP scenarios as they reflect recent emissions rates fairly 
accurately and do not differ greatly early in the century.  Higher SSP emissions scenarios are 
found to be more likely given non-implementation of the Paris Agreement as the emissions rate 
growth model projects greater short-term emissions rate growth than the SSPs.  For Paris 
Agreement implementation, lower SSP emissions scenarios are considered slighlty more likely 
than moderate or high scenarios, although likelihoods all fall between 15% and 20%.  Higher 
emissions scenarios are slightly more likely given unconditional implementation. 
 
Table 6.1 - Relative likelihoods of representative emissions scenarios given conditional and 






































B1 Low 0.00% 0.02% 0.02% 1.36% 6.47% 
B2 Moderate 0.00% 0.01% 0.01% 0.97% 3.86% 
A1 Moderate 0.01% 0.12% 0.11% 38.38% 36.65% 
A2 High 0.02% 0.17% 0.16% 59.29% 53.03% 
RCP 
2.6 Low 0.00% 0.39% 0.32% 0.04% 2.09% 
4.5 Moderate 0.03% 0.59% 0.53% 0.36% 3.40% 
6.0 Moderate 0.02% 0.71% 0.63% 0.28% 4.04% 
8.5 High 8.21% 14.27% 14.07% 99.32% 90.48% 
SSP 
SSP5 26 Low 4.52% 16.36% 15.62% 4.93% 18.56% 
SSP5 34 Low 15.11% 17.76% 17.79% 16.47% 21.13% 
SSP5 45 Moderate 20.22% 17.16% 17.42% 22.04% 20.69% 
SSP5 60 Moderate 24.84% 16.41% 16.83% 27.08% 20.00% 




VI. SUMMARY OF MODELED HISTORICAL AND FUTURE EMISSIONS TRENDS 
In this study, we introduce a model for historical and future country-by-country 
greenhouse gas emissions rates.  Emissions rates have historically grown exponentially over 
time, with growth rates for different countries changing at different points in time.  Growth 
rates appear to decrease over time as countries develop more modernized economies.  Year-to-
year variability between in emissions rate growth rates is shown to be temporally 
autocorrelated and often strongly correlated between countries, reflecting the complex 
relationship between emissions and socio-economic change.  We implement a model to 
quantify the expected impact of international climate agreements as a time-dependent 
decrease in the emissions rate growth.  An agreement efficacy parameter is defined to quantify 
how countries may not always hit their own emissions goals. 
The emissions model is used to project future emissions rates, considering the targets 
set by the recent Paris Agreement.  Implementation of the Paris Agreement, given the observed 
efficacy of the Kyoto Protocol, produces dramatically lower emissions rates early in the 21st 
century than those expected given non-implementation.  These projections and their modelled 
uncertainty are used to estimate the relative likelihoods of commonly used literature emissions 
pathways.  The likelihoods of SRES and RCP scenarios are limited by a significant underestimate 
of early 21st century emissions rates.  Historically, the highest literature emissions scenarios 
have been closest to actual global emissions trends.  Consideration of the more recently 
developed SSP scenarios suggests that the lowest emissions scenarios become less likely given 
non-implementation of the Paris Agreement.  Considering the relative likelihoods of different 




CHAPTER 7 – ILLUSTRATIVE ANALYSIS OF PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD 
 
Adapted from: 
Thomas, M. & Lin, T. Illustrative Analysis of Probabilistic Sea-Level Rise Hazard. Journal of 
Climate, in review. 
 
I. ABSTRACT 
Sea-level rise results from several contributing physical processes, including ocean 
thermal expansion and glacier and ice sheet mass balance loss.  Future projections of sea level 
remain highly uncertain due to several sources of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty.  
Quantifying different sources of sea-level rise involves modeling climate forcing and integrating 
models of different sea-level rise processes.  The probabilistic hazard analysis strategy has been 
proposed for combining sea-level rise prediction models and climate forcing scenarios in a 
systemic examination of sea-level rise prediction uncertainty.  In this study we carry out an 
illustrative probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis using sea-level rise predictions and 
emissions scenarios from the literature using a sampling process for selecting prediction models 
and climate forcing.  Probabilistic hazard analysis allows us to estimate the likelihood that sea-
level rise will exceed a given level at different locations and times.  Probabilistic hazard is 
depicted for the earth using sea-level rise hazard maps.  We also demonstrate how hazard 
deaggregation helps us quantify the relative contributions of different sources of sea-level rise.  
The ice sheet contribution to sea-level rise appears to have a relatively large impact on 
probabilistic modeling of sea-level rise due to the relatively large disagreement between 
relatively new ice sheet models. 
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II. SEA-LEVEL RISE SOURCES, UNCERTAINTIES, AND PROBABILISTIC HAZARD ANALYSIS 
Sea-level rise occurs due to several physical processes, including thermosteric ocean 
expansion and glacier and ice sheet mass-balance contributions.  Prediction models for these 
sources of sea-level rise all have associated epistemic modeling uncertainty.  Uncertainty 
regarding future rates of greenhouse gas emissions and the resulting climate forcing also 
impacts sea-level rise.  Analyzing uncertainty in future sea-level rise involves combining these 
sources.  In this study, we illustrate how sea-level rise and climate predictions can be combined 
using probabilistic sea-level rise (Lin 2012).  This is done using a prediction model and climate 
forcing scenario sampling process. 
Hazard analysis aggregation (Cornell 1968) is used to find the probability that sea-level 
rise at a given time will exceed a given threshold by considering projections of sources of sea-
level rise.  Sea-level rise hazard maps are created to portray the probability that sea-level rise 
will exceed a given threshold at a given point in time, reflecting current models of sea-level rise 
and associated uncertainty.  Hazard deaggregation (Lin & Baker 2011; Lin et al. 2013) is used to 
find conditional probabilities of different sources of sea-level rise for a given hazard threshold, 
helping highlight the sources with the greatest influence on probabilistic sea-level rise 
estimates. 
Process-based models such as the General Circulation Models (GCMs) of the entire 
climate system are considered effective for simulating thermosteric sea-level rise and dynamic 
sea-level changes: regional sea-level variations associated with density and pressure changes 
(Taylor et al. 2012; Landerer et al. 2013).  Process-based ice-sheet models (ISMs) have been 
developed to simulate ice-sheet evolution, including mass-balance changes (Fyke et al. 2011; 
Winkelmann et al. 2012; Nowicki et al. 2013a, b).  Glacier melt contribution has been simulated 
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using semi-empirical energy- and flux-based mass balance models (Radić et al. 2013).  The sea-
level equation (SLE) allows mass-balance changes to be converted to fingerprints of sea-level 
rise (Peltier et al. 2004).  Sea-level rise prediction modeling uncertainty is often estimated using 
prediction model ensembles.  Climate forcing uncertainty generally is considered in the 
literature using a set of climate forcing pathways which depict different future socio-economic 
trends (Nakicenovic et al. 2000; Ebi et al. 2013; IPCC 2013; van Vuuren & Carter 2013).  
Scenarios such as the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) (IPCC 2013) span the range 
of heavy mitigation to business-as-usual emissions rate growth, but do not consider the 
likelihoods of individual scenarios. 
This study demonstrates how sea-level rise uncertainty can be modeled using the 
concept of probabilistic hazard analysis (Cornell 1968, Lin 2012).  The total probability theorem 
is used to aggregate sources of sea-level rise.  Probabilistic hazard analysis is carried out in the 
study using a sampling process, which considers the projections of RCPs, GCMs, glacier models, 
and ISMs.  Where direct simulation data is not available, sources of sea-level rise are estimated 
using emulation methods from the literature.  Sampling of sea-level rise sources may be 
weighted or unweighted.  Bayes’ rule is used to deaggregate the contributions of sea-level rise 
sources and prediction models to exceeding hazard thresholds (Lin & Baker 2011, Lin et al. 
2013).  The probabilistic model helps us explore the relationships between sources of sea-level 
rise and their contributions to sea-level rise uncertainty. 
III. PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD ANALYSIS 
In this study, sea-level rise uncertainty is modeled using projections of different sources 
of sea-level rise and their associated uncertanties.  The largest sources of sea-level rise, driven 
by climate changes, are sea-level rise due to thermal expansion and sea-level rise resulting from 
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glacier and ice sheet mass losses.  Multiple prediction models for exist for each source, 
reflecting modeling uncertainty.  Modeling uncertainty can be estimated by treating simulations 
as samples from a probability distribution of possible sea-level rise scenarios.  Climate forcing 
uncertainty can be modeled in a simliar way using the RCPs or other forcing scenarios. 
A. Aggregation and Deaggregation of Probabilistic Sea-Level Rise Hazard 
In this study, sea-level rise uncertainty is modeled using projections of different sources 
of sea-level rise and their associated uncertanties.  Forced changes in sea level, associated with 
climate changes, consist of sea-level rise due to thermal expansion and sea-level rise resulting 
from glacier and ice sheet mass losses.  Multiple prediction models for exist for each source of 
sea-level rise, reflecting modeling uncertainty.  Modeling uncertainty can be considered by 
treating simulations as samples from a probability distribution of possible sea-level rise scenarios.  
Climate forcing uncertainty can be modeled in a simliar way using the RCPs or other forcing 
scenarios. 
In probabilistic hazard analysis, the probability ( )P S h>  that sea level S  exceeds a 
given hazard thresold h  is calculated as an aggregation of sea-level rise probability distributions 
for thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise T , glacier sea-level rise G , and ice sheet sea-level 
rise  I .  As depicted in Equation 7.1, we treat total sea-level rise in this study as the simple sum 
of patterns of thermosteric, dynamic, glacier, and ice sheet sea-level change: 
 .S T G I= + +  (7.1) 
( )P S h>  is calculated using the total probability theorem, which integrates conditional sea-
level rise probability distributions associated with projections of the physical sea-level rise 
processes ( | , , )P S h T G I>  over probability distributions for thermosteric sea-level rise 
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( | , )j kf T Π ϒ , glacier sea-level rise ( | , , )j k lf G Π ϒ Γ , and ice sheet sea-level rise
( | , , )j k mf I Π ϒ Φ .  Sea-level rise predictions are dependent on RCPs jΠ , GCMs kϒ , glacier 
models lΓ , and ISMs mΦ .    RCP probabilities ( )jP Π , as well as GCM probabilities, ( )kP ϒ , 
glacier model probabilities ( )lP Γ , and ISM probabilities ( )mP Φ  may also be considered.  As 
depicted in Equation 7.2, distributions for all sea-level rise projections depend on which RCP is 
being considered, and which prediction model is being used: 
 
1 1 1 1
( )
( | , , ) ( | , )
( | , , ) ( | , , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).
J K L M
j k
j k l m T G I
j k l j k m j k l m
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f G f I P P P P
= = = =
> =
> Π ϒ
Π ϒ Γ Π ϒ Φ Π ϒ Γ Φ
∑∑∑∑∫ ∫ ∫  (7.2) 
Thermosteric sea-level rise projections depend on RCP and GCM.  Glacier and ice sheet sea-level 
rise projections also depend on RCP and ice sheet or glacier model as well as GCM. 
Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis allows us to examine the impacts of different 
forcing scenarios as well as sea-level rise contribution projections though deaggregation.  
Deaggregation finds the conditional likelihoods of different forcing scenarios ( | )jP S hΠ > , 
GCMs ( | )kP S hϒ > , glacier models ( | )lP S hΓ > , or ISMs ( | )mP S hΦ >  given exceedance 
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As depicted in Equations 7.3-7.6, deaggregation is done using Bayes’ rule for each 
individual prediction model.  Conditional probability values for each model sum to 1.  Hazard 
deaggregation also can be performed to find conditional probability distributions of 
thermosteric ( | )f T S h> , glacier ( | )f G S h> , and ice sheet ( | )f I S h>  sea-level rise. 
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Deaggregation allows us to consider how important the projection of a sea-level rise 
source is to the exceedance of specific magnitudes of sea-level rise.  If the probability 
distribution of a source of sea-level rise is strongly related to the likelihood of exceeding a 
hazard threshold, it is probably important for understanding sea-level rise hazard at a given 
location and time.  In this study, deaggregation is performed for global mean sea-level rise 
projections. 
B. Sea-Level Rise Prediction Sampling 
In this study, sea-level rise sources are aggregated using a sampling process which 
iteratively collects a large sample of joint projections of climate forcing and each source of sea-
level rise given a pool of forcing scenarios and models.  Figure 7.1 depicts the process for 
selecting sets of prediction models and forcing scenarios.  The sampling process involves several 
steps: 
1. An RCP is selected at random; 
2. One of four GCMs is selected at random, and corresponding thermosteric and dynamic 
sea-level rise and global mean temperature change are noted; 
3. One of four glacier models are selected at random, and global mean glacier sea-level 
rise for the chosen model and GCM temperature change projection are combined with a 
pattern of regional glacier sea-level rise to produce a glacier sea-level rise fingerprint; 
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4. One of four ISMs are selected, a response-function-based emulation method is used to 
find mass-balance change for Greenland and Antarctic ice sheet basins, and mass 
balance is converted into an ice sheet sea-level rise fingerprint; and 
5. Thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise is combined with glacier and ice sheet sea-level 
rise to produce a sample of overall sea-level rise. 
1,000 samples of total sea-level rise are used in this study for performing hazard analysis 
calculations.  We keep track of the RCP, GCM, glacier model, and ISM selected for each sample.  
In the selection process, model and scenario weights ( ), ( ), ( ),j k lP P PΠ ϒ Γ and ( )mP Φ  may 
be used to alter the sampling rate of the most reliable prediction models.  In this study, all 




Figure 7.1 - Flow chart for sampling climate forcing scenarios and sea-level rise prediction 




When a prediction model is selected, specific methods are used to estimate the sea-
level rise fingerprint associated with that model.  GCM thermosteric and dynamic sea-level 
predictions are available directly from experimental data.  Global mean temperature change 
time series projections are also taken from these experiments. Glacier and ice sheet mass 
balance changes are emulated as functions of global mean temperature change using methods 
from the literature.  Mass balance changes are converted into sea-level rise fingerprints using 
the SLE. 
IV. MODELING SOURCES OF SEA-LEVEL RISE 
Sources of sea-level rise are modeled using a variety of prediction models.  Thermosteric 
and dynamic sea-level changes are simulated using GCMs.  Models for the sea-level rise impact 
of glacier and ice sheet mass-balance change have been developed more recently.  The 
contributions of mass-balance models are emulated as functions of expected temperature 
change for different forcing scenarios. 
A. Ensemble Modeling of Thermosteric and Dynamic Sea-Level Change 
As depicted in Table 7.1, GCM prediction differences reflect choices in constructing 
various sub models, such as those of the atmosphere and ocean.  Uncertainty in GCM 
projections of climate and sea level can be explored using a probabilistic multi-model ensemble.  
Figure 7.2a and b compares ensemble mean and standard deviation projections of thermosteric 
and dynamic sea-level change for the 2006-2100 period with projections for glacier and ice 
sheet sea-level rise.  On average, GCMs project relatively high thermosteric and dynamic sea-
level rise near the middle latitudes and relatively low change at low and high latitudes.  
Simulation standard deviation is relatively high at high and low latitudes, reflecting relatively 
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large disagreement between GCMs in these locations.  Appendix F of this dissertation includes a 
comparison of individual GCM projections of thermosteric and dynamic sea-level changes.   
 
Table 7.1 – GCM ensemble members of the Fifth Phase of Coupled Model Intercomparison 
Project sub-model choices 
 





HadGEM2-ES MOHC HadGEM2 HadGEM2 HadGEM2 
MIROC-ESM MIROC MIROC-AGCM COCO3.4 MATSIRO 
MRI-CGCM3 MRI MRI-AGCM3.3 MRI.COM3 HAL 




Figure 7.2 - (a, b) Mean and standard deviation respectively of GCM and RCP ensemble 
projections of thermosteric and dynamic sea-level change for 2006-2100, (c, d) mean and 
standard deviation respectively of glacier model and RCP ensemble projections of glacier sea-
level rise for 2006-2100, and (e, f) mean and standard deviation respectively of ISM and RCP 




Table 7.2 – Glacier model characteristic responses to global mean temperature and relative 
reliabilities as estimated by AR5 
 






Oerlemans (2013) 3.02 0.733 
Marzeion et al. 
(2012) 4.96 0.685 
Radic et al. (2013) 5.45 0.676 
Slangen & van de 
Wal (2011) 3.44 0.742 
 
B. Emulation of Glacier Sea-Level Rise 
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC’s) Fifth Assessment Report 
(AR5) identified four glacier models whose projections of glacier mass-balance change could be 
emulated using a simple temperature response model.  Table 7.2 characterizes the relationship 
between global mean temperature and global mean sea-level rise due to glacier melt identified 
for these models by AR5.   
 IPCC also estimated the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ  for each glacier model 
between temperature and estimated glacier sea-level rise contribution.  In this study, all glacier 
models are considered equally likely for the sampling process.  Glacier global mean sea-level rise 
contribution ( )G t  at year t  is estimated for each sample as a function of temperature above 
2006 levels ( )tτ∆ and the sampled glacier model response parameter γ  as described by 
Equation 7.10: 
 ( ) ( ) .
t
G t t dtτ γ= ∆∑  (7.10) 
Global mean glacier sea-level rise is converted into a pattern of regional sea-level 
change fingerprint by sampling from a selection of fingerprints estimated for glacier mass 
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balance changes measured by the Gravity and Recovery Climate Experiment.  Monthly 
measurements of mass balance change for 2006-2016 were converted to sea-level fingerprints 
using the Sea-Level Equation solver of Adhikari et al. (2016) and then normalized to reflect the 
pattern of sea-level change expected for 1 mm of global mean sea-level rise.  One normalized 
glacier pattern is selected for each sample and scaled up to the global mean glacier sea-level rise 
calculated using Equation 7.10. 
Figure 7.2c and d compares estimated mean and standard deviations of projected 
glacier sea-level rise for 2006-2100.  Glacier melt tends to create relatively small sea-level 
impact at high latitudes and higher, evenly distributed, sea-level rise at lower latitudes due to a 
concentration of glacier mass in the north.  Glacier contribution uncertainty is concentrated 
near the locations of the largest glaciers and at the lowest latitudes, where sea-level rise is 
highest.  Glacier sea-level rise uncertainty is the lowest among sources of sea-level rise, 
reflecting relatively minor differences between glacier mass balance models. 
C. Emulation of Ice Sheet Sea-Level Rise 
ISMs function like GCMs, using finite element or finite difference models to synthesize 
physics sub models.  The computational complexity and relative newness of ISMs makes it 
difficult to use direct ice sheet simulations in analysis of total sea-level rise.  In this study, we use 
a method suggested by Levermann et al. (2014) to emulate ISM projections for different global 
mean temperature change projections.  This method divides ice sheet mass balance change 
between an atmospheric response related to global mean atmospheric temperature change and 
an ocean response related to arctic ocean temperature change.  Mass balance is estimated in 
this method for 7 Greenland ice sheet basins and 8 Antarctic ice sheet basins.  At each basin, as 
depicted in Equation 7.11, the atmospheric contribution ( )aI t  at time t  to mass balance 
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change due global mean atmospheric temperature τ∆  at time 0t  is modeled using response 




( ) ( ) ( ) .
t
a aI t R t t t dtτ= − ∆∫  (7.11) 
Each ISM has associated atmospheric response functions estimated using the results of the 
SeaRISE experiment.  In this study, global mean temperature is estimated from the ISM selected 
for any given sample. 
 Estimating the ocean contribution to ice sheet mass balance involves converting global 
mean temperature change to an estimated arctic ocean temperature Oτ∆ .  This is done as 
described by Equation 7.12 using an estimated scaling coefficient mα  for the ISM used and 
global mean temperature: 
 
0( ) ( ).O t t tτ α τ∆ = ∆ −  (7.12) 
Ocean temperature then is converted to basal melting b∆  for the ice sheet basin as a function 
of basal melt sensitivity β  
 ,Ob β τ∆ = ∆  (7.13) 
where  β  is selected randomly from a uniform observation-based interval between 9 and 16 m 
yr-1 K-1.  Mass balance change ( )oI t  for the basal melting is estimated using another response 




( ) ( ) ( ) .
t
o oI t R t t b t dt= − ∆∫  (7.14) 
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Tables 7.3 and 7.4 describe estimated ice sheet responses for Greenland and Antarctic basins 
and 4 ISM that participated in the SeaRISE project. 
 
Table 7.3 - ISM characteristic atmosphere and ocean warming responses estimated for the 
SeaRISE experiments for Greenland basins 
 
Basin 100 Year Forcing Response AIF ISSM SICOPOLIS UMISM 
N Basin 
(48° W, 82° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
-1.11 -0.29 -0.63 -0.51 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.13 -0.01 -0.01 -0.50 
NE Basin 
(25° W, 78° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
-0.77 -0.08 -0.36 0.11 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.10 -0.01 -0.04 -0.50 
CE Basin 
(25° W, 70° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.06 0.08 0.00 0.05 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
0.00 -0.01 0.00 -0.21 
SE Basin 
(30° W, 65° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.12 0.08 0.00 -0.08 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.01 -0.01 0.00 -0.21 
SW Basin 
(50° W, 65° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
-1.32 -0.14 -0.17 -0.59 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.03 
CW Basin 
(55° W, 71° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
-0.38 -0.33 -0.39 -0.33 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.38 
NW Basin 
(60° W, 75° N) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
-0.32 -0.09 -0.21 -0.46 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 





Table 7.4 - ISM characteristic atmosphere and ocean warming responses estimated for the 
SeaRISE experiment for Antarctic basins 
 
Basin 100 Year Forcing Response AIF ISSM SICOPOLIS UMISM 
QMD 
(40° E, 75° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.17 0.20 -0.08 -0.28 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.25 0.00 -0.20 -1.00 
AMR 
(70° E, 75° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.10 0.11 -0.02 0.02 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.15 0.00 -0.15 -1.05 
WLK 
(110° E, 72° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.35 0.35 0.53 -0.32 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.03 0.00 -0.03 -1.00 
VCT 
(150° E, 73° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.00 0.00 -0.17 0.08 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
0.00 0.00 0.00 -0.65 
ROS 
(180° E, 82° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.22 0.28 -0.08 -0.10 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-1.10 0.00 -0.20 -0.40 
AMD 
(100° W, 73° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.00 0.00 -0.50 -0.25 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.05 0.00 -0.60 -0.55 
PEN 
(70° W, 70° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.10 0.13 -0.33 -0.68 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 
-0.03 0.00 -0.20 -0.65 
WDL 
(45° W, 78° S) 
Atmosphere (100)aR   
(mm LWE °C-1) 
0.25 0.25 -0.27 0.20 
Ocean (100)oR  
(mm SLE (m/yr)-1) 






Figure 7.3 - Sea-level rise fingerprints of Greenland mass balance change estimated using the 
SLE for 1 mm of global mean sea-level rise mas-balance equivalent at the (a) N basin, (b) NE 
basin, (c) CE basin, (d) SE basin, (e) SW basin, (f) CW basin, and (g) NW basin 
 
The SLE solution of mass-balance contribution to sea levels makes it important to 
consider the spatial distribution of mass-balance changes for the ice sheets.  Figures 7.3 and 7.4 
depict the sea-level rise fingerprints associated with sea-level rise resulting from mass-balance 
change at the locations of each basin depicted in Table 7.3 and 7.4.  Fingerprints reflect the 
mass balance loss at each basin needed to cause 1 mm global sea-level rise.  Naturally, mass loss 
from Greenland causes sea level decreases at high latitudes and sea-level rise at low latitudes, 
while mass loss from Antarctica causes the opposite.  The specific locations of ice sheet basins 





Figure 7.4 - Sea-level rise fingerprints of Antarctica mass balance change estimated using the SLE 
for 1 mm of global mean sea-level rise mas-balance equivalent at the (a) QMD, (b) AMR, (c) 
WLK, (d) VCT, (e) ROS, (f) AMD, (g) PEN, and (h) WDL 
 
 Figure 7.2e and f compares the mean and standard deviation of sampled ice sheet sea-
level rise for 2006-2100 with those for other sources of sea-level rise.  Mean and standard 
deviation ice sheet sea-level rise are much larger than those for thermosteric and dynamic sea-
level rise and for glacier sea-level rise.  This seems to reflect the influence of one ice sheet 






D. Ensemble Modeling of Climate Forcing Uncertainty 
In the literature, climate forcing scenarios like the RCPs depict the range of possible 
climate forcing, including mitigation, business-as-usual, and moderate emissions rate growth 
scenarios.  In RCP 2.6, emissions are reduced relatively quickly, with atmospheric concentrations 
of greenhouse gases decreasing in the second half of the 21st century.  RCPs 4.5 and 6.0 are 
moderate emissions rate growth scenarios, where concentrations growth throughout the 21st 
century, but decelerate in their rate of growth.  The business-as-usual scenario, RCP 8.5, 
assumes that emissions rates grow unabated by mitigation. 
E. Comparing Modeled and Observed Global Mean Sea Level 
It is possible to consider the efficacy of sea-level rise prediction by comparing 
simulations with recent trends measured using satellite altimetry.  As most sea-level rise 
prediction models have largely been developed using sea-level rise data before 2010, comparing 
model results with altimeter measurements from 2006-2013 gives us some sense of model 
ability.  Still, we should remember that accuracy in the short-term does not necessarily reflect 
long-term accuracy.  Figure 7.5 compares means and standard deviations of simulated sea-level 
changes for thermosteric, ice sheet, and glacier sea-level rise with patterns of actual sea-level 
change. 
Over the 8-year timescale, mean modeled sea-level rise is greater than that observed 
after 2009.  Simulated sea levels rise consistently over time as average climate forcing increases.  
Observed sea-level rise shows significant fluctuations that prediction models do not reproduce.  
Modeled projection uncertainty appears to account for this effect reasonably well, with 
measured global mean sea level outside of one standard deviation of modeled sea level for 
three of 8 years observed, approximately what one would suspect given a Gaussian distribution 
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of model error.  Notably, the largest contribution to sea-level rise projection uncertainty 
appears to be related to the ice sheet contribution, which, on average, is the largest 




Figure 7.5 - Multi-model ensemble mean and standard deviations of global mean sea-level rise 
contributions from (a) thermosteric sea-level rise, glacier sea-level rise, and ice sheet sea-level 
rise and (b) comparison of joint global mean sea-level rise and satellite altimetry measurements 
for 2006-2013 
 
V. PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD MAPPING AND SOURCE DEAGGREGATION 
The sea-level rise projection sampling process enables projections of total sea-level rise 
and sea-level rise uncertainty.  Patterns of total sea-level rise reflect dynamic sea-level patterns 
predicted by GCMs combined with trends of sea-level fall at the highest and lowest latitudes and 
sea-level rise at mid-latitudes associated with glacier and ice sheet mass loss.  These patterns 
highlight a lack of consensus in different samples of total sea-level rise. 
A. Mapping Sea-Level Rise Hazard 
Sea-level rise hazard maps are produced using the results of the sampling process and 
the total probability theorem.  Figure 7.6 depicts the probabilities that sea-level rise will exceed 
0.5 m, 1 m, 2 m, 3 m, and 4 m during the 2006-2100.  Patterns of dynamic sea-level rise shape 
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threshold exceedance rates for most sea-level rise thresholds, causing higher probabilities at the 
mid-latitudes, especially in the Pacific and Indian Oceans.  Mass balance changes impact 
exceedance, especially at lower thresholds, and appear to create relatively low probabilities at 
high latitudes, especially near Greenland.  Sea-level rise exceedance probabilities are low across 





Figure 7.6 - Probabilities of joint 2006-2100 thermosteric, dynamic, glacier, and ice sheet sea-
level rise exceeding (a) 0.5 m, (b) 1 m, (c) 2 m, (d) 3 m, and (e) 4 m 
 
B. Deaggregation of Forcing Scenarios and Sea-Level Rise Predictions 
Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis allows for the deaggregation of sea-level rise 
exceedance rates into the conditional probability of different factors given threshold 
exceedance.  As depicted in Figure 7.7, the contributions of different RCPs vary with respect to 
sea-level rise threshold.  At thresholds less than 50 cm, conditional probabilities for each RCP 
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are similar.  This seems to occur because all scenarios project at least this much global mean 
sea-level rise by 2100.  At higher sea-level rise thresholds, the conditional probabilities of RCPs 
2.6, 6.0, and 4.5 drop, reflecting the relatively low sea-level rise predicted by these scenarios.  It 
is not very surprising that projections of RCP 4.5 may be larger than those for RCP 6.0, as RCP 4.5 
projects higher growth in radiative forcing early in the 21st century than RCP 6.0.  In probabilistic 
sea-level rise hazard analysis, there is no point where mitigation scenarios such as RCP 2.6 will 




Figure 7.7 - Conditional likelihoods RCP forcing scenarios given exceedance of 2006-2100 global 






Figure 7.8 - Conditional histograms of the magnitudes of 2006-2100 global mean thermosteric, 
glacier, and ice sheet sea-level rise given exceedance of (a) 0.5 m, (b) 1m, (c) 2 m, (d) 3 m, and 
(e) 4 m hazard thresholds 
 
Sea-level rise threshold exceedance probabilities may be deaggregated both 
categorically, among RCPs and sea-level rise prediction models and for the magnitude of 
predicted sea-level rise.  Such analysis can help us consider the importance of different 
contributions.  Figure 7.8 depicts conditional histograms of global mean thermosteric, glacier, 
and ice sheet sea-level rise.  Samples of thermosteric sea-level rise vary significantly in 
magnitude, ranging from as low as 0.25 m to as high as 1.25 m between 2006 and 2100.  As 
hazard thresholds increase, fewer and fewer predictions satisfy threshold exceedance, and the 
lowest sea-level rise predictions stop contributing to the exceedance rate.  Interestingly, 
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thresholds have minimal impact on the global mean glacier contribution.  Although glacier 
contributions range from 0.2 m to 0.85 m and are of similar magnitude to other sources of sea-
level rise, they do not seem to be strongly correlated with overall sea-level rise for any given 
sample.  The ice sheet contribution has a strong correlation with total sea-level rise.  Perhaps 
due to a relatively wide prediction range among ISMs, the ice sheet contribution to sea-level rise 
ranges from near 0 m to as high as 3.4 m.  The highest overall sea-level rise predictions seem to 




Figure 7.9 – Conditional likelihoods of (a) GCMs, (b) glacier models, and (c) ice sheet models 




Figure 7.9 depicts the relative contributions of GCMs, glacier models, and ISMs.  As 
hazard thresholds increase, the HadGEM2-ES model grows in importance, reflecting the fact 
that other GCMs more rarely predict sufficient thermosteric sea-level rise to create overall mean 
sea-level change as large as 4 m.  Glacier model contributions are not strongly affected by 
hazard threshold, but the contribution of the Radić et al. (2013) model increases with threshold, 
while the contribution of Giesen and Oerlemans (2012) decreases.  These contributions of ISMs 
have a strong connection to hazard rate, where is appears that AIF and UMISM dominate the 
most extreme ice sheet sea-level rise contributions.  In comparison, the ISSM contribution fails 
to contribute at hazard thresholds greater than 1 m.  Overall, the ice sheet contribution to sea-
level rise appears to be the most significant source of uncertainty in understanding future sea-
level rise. 
VI. PROGRESS IN MODELING PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD 
In this study, we use probabilistic hazard analysis methods to model total sea-level rise.  
A probabilistic distribution of total sea-level rise is estimated using the RCP climate forcing 
scenarios and a sea-level rise prediction model sampling process, where simulations of 
thermosteric sea-level rise, glacier melt, and ice sheet mass balance using different models are 
considered.  This process facilitates aggregation of sources of sea-level rise, allowing for the 
creation of sea-level rise hazard maps which estimate the likelihood of exceeding a given sea-
level rise across the globe.  Hazard maps demonstrate how the fingerprints of different sources 
of sea-level rise combine to create distinct patterns of sea-level rise and sea-level rise 
uncertainty. 
Hazard deaggregation allows us to consider the relative importance of different sources 
of sea-level rise.  Deaggregation among forcing scenarios reinforces the fact that climate forcing 
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has a strong influence of sea-level rise threshold exceedance rates.  Understanding sea-level rise 
at high hazard thresholds depends on understanding the response to extreme climate forcing.  
Among the physical processes driving sea-level rise, the glacier contribution was found to have 
minimal impact on exceedance rates while the ice sheet contribution was found to have the 
greatest impact.  The relative novelty of ISMs leads to a wide range of ice sheet sea-level rise 
projections, affecting overall sea-level rise uncertainty.  Thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise 




CHAPTER 8 – REVIEW OF CURRENT AND FUTURE WORK 
 
I. CONTRIBUTIONS TO PROBABILISTIC SEA-LEVEL RISE HAZARD ANALYSIS 
A result of climate change, sea-level rise threatens many vulnerable communities.  A 
limited understanding of the physical processes driving sea-level rise makes it difficult to 
estimate how sea level will change over time.  Uncertainty about the human activities that drive 
climate change further complicate the issue.  Addressing this uncertainty requires considering 
the limitations of climate and sea level models and the abilities of probabilistic methods.  This 
dissertation explores the use of several probabilistic models for analyzing different aspects of 
sea-level rise uncertainty and illustrates how these models can be combined in a probabilistic 
sea-level rise hazard analysis. 
The chapters of the dissertation each explore one aspect of sea-level rise uncertainty 
useful towards understanding the scope of overall sea-level rise prediction uncertainty.  
Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 discuss uncertainties related to modeling the dominant sources of sea-
level rise: thermosteric and dynamic sea-level change, glacier mass balance change, and ice 
sheet mass balance change.  Chapter 6 explores the impact of climate forcing uncertainty, and 
Chapter 7 demonstrates how probabilistic hazard analysis combines different aspect of 
uncertainty into an overall measure of sea-level rise probabilities.  Each chapter tackles 
challenges in examining various sources of sea-level rise uncertainty. 
As described in Chapter 2, analysis of the thermosteric and dynamic contributions to 
sea-level rise is carried out using a probabilistic multi-model ensemble of general circulation 
climate models.  Ensemble predictions incorporate epistemic projection uncertainty and 
uncertainty associated with climate forcing scenarios.  The contributions of various sea-level rise 
projections are effectively weighted both by projection agreement and performance in the 
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present-day.  These thermosteric sea-level rise projections better match observed sea-level 
trends than similar unweighted ensembles.  Hazard deaggregations, the conditional probabilities 
sea-level rise models or forcing scenarios for cases where sea-level rise exceeds a given hazard 
threshold, allow us to explore the impact of different sources of sea-level rise prediction. 
As climate model projections of thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise are not 
available for all models and forcing scenarios of interest, and because of the great 
computational cost of obtaining such results, emulation is sometimes used to approximate 
useful sea-level rise simulations.  In Chapter 3, a novel dual model is found to emulate 
thermosteric sea-level rise more effectively than previous linear response theory methods by 
incorporating short- and long-term responses to climate forcing.  Long-term trends in dynamic 
sea-level rise are emulated using linear pattern scaling, a method which relates regional sea-
surface height values to global mean changes in thermosteric sea level.  Pattern scaling is found 
to reproduce forced patterns of dynamic sea-level rise.  Emulation of additional model 
simulations helps facilitate greater ensemble analysis of sea-level rise uncertainty. 
In Chapter 4, the glacier melt contribution to sea-level rise, and associated uncertainty is 
estimated using a probabilistic model of the glacier mass balance response to energy- and mass-
fluxes.  Limited historical data and high melt rate variability make it difficult to project glacier 
mass-balance change with confidence.  The proposed probabilistic model attempts to quantify 
melt rate uncertainty by combining glacier inventory data with limited historical mass-balance 
observations.  Glacier projections are converted to a probabilistic distribution of sea-level rise 
fingerprints using a sea-level equation solver, allowing for analysis of both magnitude and 
spatial uncertainties in glacier melt related sea-level rise. 
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In Chapter 5, ice sheet projection uncertainty is quantified using a novel multi-model 
ensemble method, addressing differences between ice sheet models and physical perturbations 
of such models.  The ensemble defines an ice sheet simulation space, where probability density 
in the space is defined using a kernel density model.  Density in the simulation space becomes 
concentrated towards consensus between ice sheet models and towards ice sheet models which 
effectively simulate present-day ice sheet characteristics.  Ice sheet projections may be 
converted into sea-level rise projections using a sea-level equation solver. 
Uncertainty about the magnitude of future climate change is estimated by defining a 
probabilistic model for greenhouse gas emissions rate growth as described in Chapter 6.  
Emissions rates are found to be highly correlated between countries and over time.  The impact 
of climate agreement emissions targets is explored and found to reduce emissions rate growth, 
although not always to the targets that countries set.  Projections of future emissions rates and 
associated uncertainty, accounting for the impact of targets allows us to quantify the relative 
likelihoods of literature emissions scenarios.  Implementation of climate agreements is 
estimated to have a major impact on future emissions rate growth. 
In Chapter 7 a probabilistic hazard analysis strategy to analyze overall sea-level rise is 
proposed to aggregate uncertainties associated with the major sources of sea-level rise and 
climate forcing uncertainty.  In probabilistic hazard analysis, sea-level rise predictions for 
different sources are combined into a joint probabilistic distribution of sea-level rise, dependent 
on included prediction model sets.  The probabilistic model allows for the creation of sea-level 
rise hazard maps, quantifying future sea-level rise with respect to the current state of climate 
and sea-level rise analysis.  Deaggregation allows us to consider the relative importance of 
different sources of sea-level rise and different climate forcing scenarios given sea-level 
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thresholds.  A better understanding of sea-level rise hazard and the influences of contributing 
factors provides a means of better combating sea-level rise. 
II. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This dissertation analyzes sea-level rise in a way that reflects the current state of climate 
and sea-level rise modeling.  Sea-level rise probability distributions provided in this document 
do not represent a straightforward forecasting distribution but reflect known limitations in our 
ability to model sea levels and climate.  In lieu of more expansive model-observation 
comparisons, such probability distributions can still be a useful tool for understanding 
uncertainty.  Direct forecasts of sea-level rise would need to incorporate a probabilistic model of 
forecasting error that can account for spatio-temporal relationships between sea-level rise 
observations across the globe and over time. 
Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis is designed so that as climate, ice sheet, 
glacier, and sea level model improve, these improvements may be incorporated into the 
probabilistic model.  As additional greenhouse gas emissions data becomes available, the 
likelihoods of emissions scenarios may be updated.  New climate forcing scenarios may also be 
incorporated as GCM simulations become available for these scenarios. 
Additional physical processes might also be included in sea-level rise analyses, although 
thermosteric sea-level rise, glacier melt, and dynamic ice discharge contribute a large majority 
of global mean sea-level rise.  For instance, the probabilistic sea-level hazard analyses in this 
dissertation do not account for mass-balance contributions or reductions due to decreases or 
increases in groundwater impoundment.  Although this contribution is relatively small, it has a 
known impact on sea level and could be incorporated in the future.  As with other mass-balance 
changes, groundwater impoundment will also have a regional sea-level fingerprint. 
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Probabilistic treatment of perturbations in regional sea level might also be expanded.  In 
the proposed hazard analysis model, such uncertainty is treated as modeling error.  Models of 
important oscillations such as El Niño Southern Oscillation are difficult for GCMs to simulate 
effectively.  Creating a separate probabilistic model for such processes could improve the short-
term reliability of the probabilistic sea-level rise model. 
III. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
This dissertation aims to advance the analysis of sea-level rise using the strategies of 
probabilistic hazard analysis.  Probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis entails quantifying the 
likelihood that sea-level will rise beyond a specific threshold by considering the many sources of 
uncertainty in sea-level rise projection.  Modeling uncertainty exists for all contributing sources 
of sea-level rise, including the thermosteric contribution, the glacier contribution, and the ice 
sheet contribution as well as for future rates of climate forcing.  This dissertation provides a 
model for analyzing overall sea-level rise.  Hazard analyses can be an important tool for decision 
makers preparing for the effects of sea-level rise on communities across the globe.  
Understanding the uncertainties associated with future sea levels, the higher-end sea-level rise 
scenarios, and the human influence of future change may encourage action to reduce the 
likelihood of the most extreme and damaging scenarios.  Humans can impact sea-level hazards 
and climate change risks by implementing plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in the long 
term.  Decision makers also need to prepare communities for unavoidable increases in sea 
levels.  This could be done by improving coastal defenses or relocating coastal populations to 
less hazardous locations.  With refinement, probabilistic sea-level rise hazard analysis could be 
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Figure A.1 – Posterior multi-model GCM ensemble kernel-density distribution of true υ  global 




Figure A.2 – Posterior multi-model GCM ensemble kernel-density distribution of true υ  global 





Figure A.3 – Posterior multi-model GCM ensemble kernel-density distribution of true υ  global 




Figure A.4 – Posterior multi-model GCM ensemble kernel-density distribution of true υ  global 










Figure A.5 – Conditional likelihood of the CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 




Figure A.6 – Conditional likelihood of the GISS-E2-R GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 0.2 





Figure A.7 – Conditional likelihood of the IPSL-CM5A-LR GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 




Figure A.8 – Conditional likelihood of the MIROC-ESM-CHEM GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 





Figure A.9 – Conditional likelihood of the MIROC5 GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 0.2 m, 




Figure A.10 – Conditional likelihood of the MRI-CGCM3 GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 





Figure A.11 – Conditional likelihood of the NorESM1-ME GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 




Figure A.12 – Conditional likelihood of the bcc-csm1-1 GCM given exceedance of (a) 0.1 m, (b) 






APPENDIX B – ENSEMBLE EMULATION OF THERMOSTERIC AND DYNAMIC SEA LEVELS 
 
Thermosteric sea-level rise (TSLR) and dynamic sea level (DSL) projections are useful for 
the development of mitigation and adaptation strategies for coastal communities. Projections 
for several coastal U.S. cities are depicted in Figures B.1-B.3.  The nonlinear TSLR response 
function allows us to fill in TSLR projections for General Circulation Models (GCMs) which have 
not simulated all Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs), expanding the set of GCMs 
available for model intercomparison and updating sea-level rise projections. Sea-level rise 
uncertainty can be explored for joint TSLR and DSL changes in a similar manner. Although such 
an ensemble of opportunity consisting of available GCM projections does not represent total 
sea-level rise or the full range of TSLR and DSL projection uncertainty, it is useful for beginning 
such an analysis. Emulating the forced trends of DSL using pattern scaling can facilitate large 
multi-model ensembles of sea-level rise. Modeling uncertainty and the impact of emulation will 







Figure B.1 – Joint TSLR and DSL projection probability distributions for Miami for 2071-2100 
estimated using an ensemble of the six representative GCMs, depicted as red squares and curves, 
and an ensemble using an additional 14 GCMs facilitated by emulation, depicted as blue 
diamonds and curves, for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0, and (d) RCP 8.5 and hazard 




Figure B.2 –  Joint TSLR and DSL projection probability distributions for Los Angeles for 2071-
2100 estimated using an ensemble of the six representative GCMs, depicted as red squares and 
curves, and an ensemble using an additional 14 GCMs facilitated by emulation, depicted as blue 
diamonds and curves, for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0, and (d) RCP 8.5 and hazard curves 





Figure B.3 –  Joint TSLR and DSL projection probability distributions for New York for 2071-2100 
estimated using an ensemble of the six representative GCMs, depicted as red squares and 
curves, and an ensemble using an additional 14 GCMs facilitated by emulation, depicted as blue 
diamonds and curves, for (a) RCP 2.6, (b) RCP 4.5, (c) RCP 6.0, and (d) RCP 8.5 and hazard curves 
depicted similarly for (e) RCP 2.6, (f) RCP 4.5, (g) RCP 6.0, and (h) RCP 8.5. 
 
As depicted in Figure B.4, emulation methods can also be used to create maps of global 
TSLR and DSL.  Emulation tends to decrease the differences between ensemble mean regions of 
high and low sea-level change.  When more GCMs are included, some DSL patterns that are 
consistent among a small ensemble cancel out.  DSL patterns present in a large ensemble of 





Figure B.4 – Mean TSLR and DSL changes as projected by ensembles for 2071-2100 with and 
without considering emulation respectively, for (a, b) RCP 2.6, (c, d) RCP 4.5, (e, f) RCP 6.0, and 








Figure B.5 – TSLR projections and emulations for RCP 2.6 and (a) GISS-E2-R, (b) HadGEM2-ES, (c) 






Figure B.6 – Sea-Level Rise projections and emulations for RCP 4.5 and (a) GISS-E2-R, (b) 





Figure B.7 – Sea-Level Rise projections and emulations for RCP 6.0 and (a) GISS-E2-R, (b)  





Figure B.8 – Sea-Level Rise projections and emulations for RCP 8.5 and (a) GISS-E2-R, (b) 










Figure B.9 – Combined TSLR and DSL projected for 1 m of TSLR using the pattern scaling 








Figure B.10 – Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 




Figure B.11 –  Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 





Figure B.12 – Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 




Figure B.13 – Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 





Figure B.14 –  Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 




Figure B.15 –  Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 






Figure B.16 – Direct projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual for 







Figure B.17 – Direct DSL projection, pattern scaling emulation projection, and emulation residual 
for GISS-E2-R, MadGEM2-ES, MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, NorESM1-1-m, and bcc-csm1-1-m for 




Figure B.18 – (a) Direct projection, (b) pattern scaling emulation projection, and (c) emulation 





Figure B.19 – (a) TSLR projections of MRI-CGCM3 for each RCP and (b) TSLR projections and 
nonlinear response function emulations for missing RCPs for CMCC-CMS, where shaded areas 
represent one standard deviation of estimated emulation error. 
 
Figure B.20 compares TSLR emulations using the nonlinear response function and the 
linear response functions of Good et al. (2010) and Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) for the 
extended representative concentration pathways (ERCPs) and the HadGEM2-ES GCM. As the 
ERCP time series are long, Good et al. (2010) projections are found using the direct application 
of this method, which may be less reliable than the indirect method used in Figure 1 and Tables 
1 and 2. Emulation methods for Figure B.20 are only trained on historical and RCP TSLR 
projections. Over the time period of ERCP projections, only the nonlinear response function 
matches long-term growth trends.  The method of Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) is, by 
definition, not able to reproduce slowing trends in TSLR growth when forcing rates level off.  
Conversely, the method of Good et al. (2010) produces overly dramatic decreases in TSLR 




Figure B.20 – TSLR projections and emulations using the proposed nonlinear response function 
and the linear response functions of Winkelmann and Levermann (2012) and Good et al. (2011) 




Figure B.21 – Comparison of linear and nonlinear TSLR emulation methods for the MIROC-ESM 





Figure B.22 – Comparison of linear and nonlinear TSLR emulation methods for the NorESM1-m 












Figure B.24 – Ensemble mean and standard deviation, respectively for joint TSLR and DSL for 
2300 estimated using the nonlinear response function and pattern scaling methods for (a,b) RCP 








Figure C.1 – Surface areas of glaciers for which NSIDC data sets of at least 10 annual mass-




Figure C.2 – Aggregate surface areas of 2°x2° Latitude-Longitude grid cells as estimated by RGI 





Figure C.3 – Regional glacier model (a) temperature forcing relationship τ  mean and (b) 




Figure C.4 – Regional glacier model (a) albedo α  mean and (b) standard deviation estimated 





Figure C.5 – Regional glacier model (a) flux-temperature scaling parameter c  mean and (b) 




Figure C.6 – Regional glacier model (a) minimum net solar radiation minψ  mean and (b) standard 






Figure C.7 – Regional glacier model (a) tipping point temperature tipT  mean and (b) standard 




Figure C.8 – Regional glacier model (a) refreeze ratio r  mean and (b) standard deviation 






Figure C.9 – Projected mean 1952-2008 mass-balance changes (mm LWE) simulated by the 
glacier mass-balance model informed by kriging estimates of regional glacier parameters and 




Figure C.10 – (a) 10th, (b) 20th, (c) 50th, (d) 70th, and (e) 90th percentile sea-level rise 
fingerprints of 1952-2008 glacier mass-balance change as estimated by sampling uncertain 





APPENDIX D – ICE SHEET MODEL CHARACTERISTICS AND WEIGHTS 
 
Table D.1 – Characteristic physical model parametrizations of current finite-element or finite-





Approximation Thermodynamics Basal Sliding Hydrology 
Surface Mass 
Balance 










or full Stokes 










degree day or 
specified 






Table D.2 – Ice sheet model prior and posterior densities for 2003-2012 simulations of the ISSM 
PPE as estimated using the Bayesian hierarchical kernel density ensemble model for Greenland 
 
Flow Rule Basal Rheology 












Regional 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.130 
Constant 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.130 
SSA 
Regional 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.113 
Constant 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.111 
 
 
Table D.3 – Ice sheet model prior and posterior densities for 2003-2012 simulations of the ISSM 
PPE as estimated using the Bayesian hierarchical kernel density ensemble model for Antarctica 
 
Flow Rule Basal Rheology 












Regional 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.130 
Constant 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.130 
SSA 
Regional 0.125 0.130 0.125 0.113 





APPENDIX E – EMISSIONS MODEL PERFORMANCE AND EMISSIONS AGREEMENT TARGETS 
 
 
Figure E.1 – Historical emissions rates from 1850 to 2012, model reconstructions of historical 
emissions, given identified changepoints, and residual exp( ( ))c tε  bars for: (a) Algeria, (b) 
Argentina, (c) Australia, (d) Belgium, (e) Czech Republic, (f) Egypt, (g) France, (h) Indonesia, (i) 
Iran, (j) Iraq, (k) Italy, (l) Kazakhstan, (m) Malaysia, (n) Netherlands, (o) Pakistan, (p) Poland, (q) 
South America, (r) Spain, (s) Thailand, (t) Turkey, (u) Ukraine, (v) the United Arab Emirates, (w) 
Uzbekistan, (x) Venezuela, and (y) Vietnam plotted in log scale 
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Table E.1 – Kyoto Protocol emissions targets set for participating countries emitting more than 
100 MtCO2e by 2012 
 
Country Proposed Emissions Rate Change Reference Year Target Year 
Australia 8.0% 1990 2012 
Belgium -7.5% 1990 2012 
Canada -6.0% 1990 2012 
Czech Republic -8.0% 1990 2012 
France -8.0% 1990 2012 
Germany -8.0% 1990 2012 
Italy -8.0% 1990 2012 
Japan -6.0% 1990 2012 
Netherlands -8.0% 1990 2012 
Poland -6.0% 1990 2012 
Russia 0.0% 1990 2012 
Spain -8.0% 1990 2012 
Ukraine 0.0% 1990 2012 























Table E.2 – Paris Agreement emissions targets set for participating countries emitting more than 























Algeria BAU*** -22% -7% NA 2020 2030 
Argentina BAU -30% -15% NA 2017 2030 
Australia Ref. Year NA -27% 2005 2021 2030 
Belgium Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Brazil Ref. Year NA -37% 2005 2017 2025 
Canada Ref. Year NA -30% 2005 2017 2030 
China Max year NA NA NA NA NA 
Czech 
Republic Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
France Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Germany Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
India Ref. Year NA -11% 2005 2021 2030 
Indonesia BAU*** -41% -29% NA 2017 2030 
Iran BAU*** -8% -4% NA 2017 2030 
Iraq BAU*** -15% -13% NA 2017 2035 
Italy Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Japan Ref. Year NA -26% 2013 2017 2030 
Kazakhstan Ref. Year -25% -15% 1990 2017 2030 
South Korea BAU*** NA -37% NA 2017 2030 
Malaysia Ref. Year -18% -3% 2005 2017 2030 
Mexico BAU*** NA -25% NA 2017 2030 
Netherlands Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Poland Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Russia Ref. Year NA -22.5% 1990 2017 2030 
South Africa Direct CO2e target 
506 
MtCO2 
NA NA 2017 2028 
Spain Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
Thailand BAU*** -25% -20% 0 2017 2030 
Turkey BAU*** -21% NA NA 2017 2030 
Ukraine Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2017 2030 
United 
Kingdom Ref. Year NA -40% 1990 2021 2030 
United States Ref. Year NA -27% 2005 2017 2030 
Venezuela BAU*** -20% NA NA 2017 2030 
Vietnam BAU*** -25% -8% NA 2017 2030 
 
*   The overall EU emissions target set by the 28 contributing nations is applied to all individual countries 
** This denotes the methodology by which emissions targets were set 




Table E.3 – Cross-validation emissions model error mean estimates for countries emitting more 





after 5 years 
Average % 
projection error 
after 10 years 
Average % 
projection 




after 20 years 
Algeria 6.52 6.50 4.37 1.96 
Argentina -13.39 -13.60 -30.15 -44.52 
Australia -6.10 -6.49 -14.77 -19.68 
Belgium 10.81 4.74 10.05 -1.62 
Brazil -3.67 -9.06 -19.54 -31.63 
Canada 8.50 14.14 14.95 15.50 
China -15.01 -25.48 -33.95 -50.65 
Czech Republic 10.48 15.74 19.63 20.56 
Egypt -5.26 -7.49 -13.17 -24.57 
France 10.77 3.82 7.38 -5.18 
Germany 11.99 15.67 14.63 13.91 
India -2.39 -11.98 -16.31 -30.23 
Indonesia -4.80 -34.61 -35.25 -67.18 
Iran 26.81 0.03 17.33 -11.88 
Iraq 0.53 -3.078 -14.54 -20.90 
Italy 22.81 10.64 23.57 6.28 
Japan 0.18 0.34 -3.66 -9.02 
Kazakhstan 1.00 2.68 -5.11 -9.92 
South Korea 4.56 7.70 2.10 0.09 
Malaysia -1.29 -0.85 -5.46 -9.78 
Mexico -10.07 -17.50 -33.16 -56.04 
Netherlands 2.23 -5.55 -12.24 -23.87 
Pakistan 0.66 -4.46 -11.46 -22.33 
Poland -12.89 19.94 -1.99 22.45 
Russia 5.28 9.67 4.21 4.42 
Saudi Arabia -4.24 -2.22 5.58 3.03 
South Africa 14.22 19.71 19.74 18.95 
Spain -1.30 -1.04 -12.09 -18.40 
Thailand -0.24 -0.23 -8.05 -13.51 
Turkey -7.75 -13.88 -26.41 -38.74 
Ukraine -10.29 -16.36 -23.51 -30.84 
United Arab 
Emirates -5.45 -14.47 -25.07 -39.31 
United Kingdom 4.34 4.35 1.80 -3.88 
United States 5.34 8.22 8.60 6.92 
Uzbekistan -24.74 -45.13 -77.90 -113.28 
Venezuela 17.62 15.78 14.10 8.86 




Table E.4 – Cross-validation emissions model error standard deviation estimates for countries 





after 5 years 
Average % 
projection error 
after 10 years 
Average % 
projection error 
after 15 years 
Average % 
projection error 
after 20 years 
Algeria 8.85 20.05 32.73 45.15 
Argentina 38.72 65.08 71.83 89.11 
Australia 14.49 22.14 35.70 45.25 
Belgium 21.32 21.58 26.67 23.27 
Brazil 33.20 45.87 69.39 87.42 
Canada 19.55 30.47 40.25 52.39 
China 26.16 47.58 41.73 56.56 
Czech Republic 22.86 36.19 52.27 66.99 
Egypt 7.27 14.44 20.63 30.70 
France 25.44 26.06 32.21 30.97 
Germany 20.69 29.35 31.53 37.12 
India 13.57 26.54 42.24 61.45 
Indonesia 32.58 53.09 78.68 90.20 
Iran 57.97 63.50 97.56 95.24 
Iraq 9.59 20.90 26.13 31.82 
Italy 41.41 40.73 59.60 53.60 
Japan 5.92 14.45 23.79 34.82 
Kazakhstan 26.21 62.17 91.81 120.82 
South Korea 7.71 16.99 23.00 37.23 
Malaysia 6.37 12.54 16.57 27.36 
Mexico 25.42 68.12 95.32 129.88 
Netherlands 19.88 23.92 31.44 33.72 
Pakistan 4.94 10.77 16.10 24.00 
Poland 51.99 84.48 55.20 91.24 
Russia 36.26 69.03 86.27 115.53 
Saudi Arabia 13.32 24.77 28.56 43.89 
South Africa 18.05 24.77 31.82 40.99 
Spain 20.87 37.92 42.57 55.05 
Thailand 8.45 14.51 23.18 29.54 
Turkey 11.91 18.95 30.69 42.82 
Ukraine 41.02 80.63 104.95 142.74 
United Arab 
Emirates 7.14 14.47 25.07 39.31 
United Kingdom 6.70 5.23 8.56 10.43 
United States 13.33 17.88 24.75 30.61 
Uzbekistan 44.70 89.25 118.36 149.31 
Venezuela 30.88 38.37 48.12 57.57 




APPENDIX F – SEA-LEVEL RISE SAMPLING AND DEAGGREGATION FINGERPRINTS 
 
Table F.1 – Mean projected RCP scenario temperature change for 2006-2100 
 
Forcing 
Scenario 2025 2050 2075 2100 
RCP 2.6 1.27 °C 1.59 °C 1.59 °C 1.56 °C 
RCP 4.5 1.28 °C 1.91 °C 2.33 °C 2.50 °C 
RCP 6.0 1.22 °C 1.78 °C 2.50 °C 3.10 °C 




Figure F.1 – HadGEM2-ES thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise projections for 2006-2100 and 






Figure F.2 – MIROC-ESM thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise projections for 2006-2100 and 




Figure F.3 – MRI-CGCM3 thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise projections for 2006-2100 and 





Figure F.4 – NorESM1-m thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise projections for 2100 for (a) RCP 




Figure F.5 – Sampled (a) the 10th, (b) 30th, (c) 50th, (d), 70th, and (e) 90th percentile glacier sea-
level rise fingerprint for 2006-2100 given the emulated ensemble of global mean sea-level rise 





Figure F.6 – Conditional mean fingerprints of 2006-2100 thermosteric and dynamic sea-level rise 




Figure F.7 – Conditional standard deviation of fingerprints of 2006-2100 thermosteric and 
dynamic sea-level rise give exceedance of (a) 0.5 m, (b) 1 m, (c) 2 m, (d) 3 m, and (e) 4 m sea-





Figure F.8 – Conditional mean of fingerprints of 2006-2100 glacier sea-level rise give exceedance 




Figure F.9 – Conditional standard deviation of fingerprints of 2006-2100 glacier sea-level rise 





Figure F.10 – Conditional mean of fingerprints of 2006-2100 ice sheet sea-level rise give 




Figure F.11 – Conditional standard deviation of fingerprints of 2006-2100 ice sheet sea-level rise 
give exceedance of (a) 0.5 m, (b) 1 m, (c) 2 m, (d) 3 m, and (e) 4 m sea-level rise thresholds 
 
